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The identification of a previously unstudied collection of approximately 5000 garments at the
Canterbury Museum initiated an exploratory study of a part of the collection. The collection
included garments and associated artifacts, mainly twentieth century, and mainly New Zealand
made and worn.
A study of a representative selection of a smaller time frame, the 1950s, is described. This
decade is represented in the collection by about 500 articles of women's dress. From this group
approximately 200 garments were selected, comprising mainly day dresses, jackets and suits.
The selected artifacts from the collection were initially catalogued. A literature review of three
major related areas is described: western women's dress in the 1950s, New Zealand women's
dress in the 1950s, and material history and classification systems.
In order to extract manageable data from the catalogue set, summary or grouped information
was obtained. Four approaches are described in this thesis: independent character analysis,
cross tabulation of studied characteristics, cross tabulation with respect to dated garments and
block clustering.
Style and shape trends in the sample were seen to change over the decade. As a
generalisation garments from the beginning of the decade appear to have fitted bodices and
waistlines, and flared skirts, with short sleeves. Garments from the later part of the decade
tended to have semi-fitted or unfitted bodices and waistlines, with straight skirts
The evidence presented in this thesis suggests there was little delay in the assimilation of new
fashions and technologies from the Northern Hemisphere, but that there was a reinterpretation
of the designs to fit in with the lifestyle of the women in New Zealand in the 1950s. Collection
garments are seen to follow the general silhouettes of fashion garments of the time but their
construction and design modifications have made the garments easily attainable and affordable
by New Zealand women, and more practical to wear when compared with high fashion
alternatives.
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DEFINITIONS AND EXPLANATION OF ABBREVIATIONS
bell
shaped like a bell or a dome
collar types
peter pan: flat with curved edges and angular or curved corners
rolled: molded with curved or angled corners and a pronounced roll around the neck
shawl: upper collar and lapels are cut in one and the collar has a roll
shirt: collar with stand, it has practically no roll, turns down at the top of the stand and
nearly always has a front closure
standing: collar that stands up from the bodice
tie: collar ending in a tie
fitted
garments closely follow the contours of the body, touching the body
flared







styleline starting at the waist that continues over the bust point ending at the shoulder blade or
mid point on the armhole. It incorporates the darts into the line.
semi-fitted
garments incorporate ease at bust, waist and hips but still follow the general contours of the
body
sleeve type
dropped shoulder: sleeve starts below the shoulder/arm junction
viii
in one with body: sleeve is part of bodice, e.g. dolman
in one with neck facing: sleeve is a continuation of the neck facing
inset: sleeve joins the garment in a seam that encircles the arm over the shoulder
slightly flared
small but visually obvious flaring of the garment
straight
drapes straight from either shoulders, bust or hips
swing back
extra fullness in back of garment produced by the back seam being moved to the bias
tapered
where a garment diminishes in dimensions at one end
unfitted





The starting point of this thesis was the identification of a previously unstudied collection of
approximately 5000 garments at the Canterbury Museum. The collection included garments
and associated artifacts, mainly twentieth century, and mainly New Zealand made and worn.
The collection appeared to be a treasure trove of our material past. The enormity of the
collection goes beyond what could be studied in a Master's thesis. Therefore a representative
selection of a smaller time frame was studied. The timeframe selected was a single decade:
the 1950s. This decade has about 500 articles of women's dress in the collection. From this
group approximately 200 garments were chosen, including day dresses, jackets and suits.
The 1950s was chosen as an interesting decade with significant technological changes and
social developments. Technologically there were major developments in the textile and clothing
areas, for example the introduction of synthetic fibres such as acrylic, polyester and triacetate,
experimentation with blending different fibre types into yarns, improved mechanisation and
technologies that complemented the introduction of the new fibre types. Socially, western
societies, especially those not part of the war zone during World War II, were experiencing a
period of economic growth. For the first time young adults and teenagers became a major
buying force, and there was distinct move away from a traditional couture led fashion to a
younger, department store and small boutique leadership. Casual clothes emerged as an
important part of dress. With so much change how far behind and how different was New
Zealand mainstream fashion from the western world scene? What could items in the
Canterbury Museum collection provide by way of answers to that question?
The initial step in obtaining information from the artifacts in the collection was to catalogue them.
This was performed on a standardised form provided by the museum (see Appendix I), to allow
for future access by the museum. Using the information obtained from cataloguing, trends and
fashions within New Zealand contexts can be documented. Information obtained by literature
review and background research provides support for the catalogued findings and associated
analysis. These findings may assist in a more concise dating of the garments than is at present
attached to each article.
Characteristics studied include garment shape (bodice, waist and skirt), parts of the garments
(e.g. type of armhole, sleeve and waistline), technology used to produce the article (e.g. fibre
types, zippers, fastenings, interfacings etc), producer of the garment (i.e. home-made versus
dressmaker-made versus manufacturer) and alterations. Techniques used include one
dimensional, two dimensional grouping and cluster analysis.
1.2 MOLLIE RaDlE MACKENZIE
The collection described in this thesis was amassed by Mollie MacKenzie (nee Rodie) during
her working life. Mollie was born in Invercargill in the December quarter of 1919, Marion
Florence Rodie. Mollie had a long term interest in the clothing and fashion industries. She went
to Wellington Technical College in 1937 and 1938 to study art, literature and dressmaking. From
there she travelled to the Royal College of Art (London) for a year and the Fashion Art Studio (in
the Strand) to complete an apprenticeship in fashion design and cutting. When she returned to
New Zealand she wrote about fashion for several publications (Weekly News, Evening Post and
Herald) as the fashion writer, initially during the later stages of World War II. She married in
1942 a farmer called Henry MacKenzie. Later she also wrote for the New Zealand Woman's
Weekly (NZWW) where according to her she "..initiated a Clothes Consultancy Service on my
page in the NZWW receiving 1000s of letters hence an equal number of replies and designs"
(M.MacKenzie, personal communication, August 1998). She wrote under both her own name
and several pseudonyms. She describes herself as a leading New Zealand writer and designer
for 40 years (presumably in relation to fashion). She has also worked in advertising as a fashion
adviser and production manager.
Her initial reasoning for assembling the collection was an ambition to start a mini-museum as a
resource centre where historians, designers, writers, students and school groups could research
specialist topics. Her collecting was not confined to dress alone but also included domestic arts
and crafts, antique dolls and children's books amongst other things. She sourced a lot of the
collection from opportunity shops, other sources include donations from friends, and family, and
her own wardrobe. The collection is extensive covering womenswear, menswear, children's
wear, accessories (hats, shoes, umbrellas, gloves, hair accessories etc), sportswear, and
associated paraphernalia such as patterns, pattern books, fashion magazines, hat boxes etc.
The entire collection amounts to around 5000 artifacts associated with dress ranging from the
late nineteenth century through to the 1980s. The collection was gathered in New Zealand and
the majority of the artifacts were manufactured in this country.
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Eventually she reached the decision to retire and made an approach to the Canterbury Museum
to part sell, part gift the collection. In 1984 the Canterbury Museum became the owner of the
Mollie Rodie MacKenzie Twentieth Century Clothing Collection.
1.3 CANTERBURY MUSEUM
The Canterbury Museum has the most comprehensive costume collection in New Zealand,
upwards of 14000 costume items as of 1998. On average 350 items are added to the collection
every year. The collection represents the clothing of European New Zealanders and their
immediate forebears, from about 1700 to the present day. As well as fashionable and everyday
clothing, it also includes a major collection of military clothing relating to the Volunteer and early
Territorial Military Forces. Prior to acquisition of the collection studied in this thesis there were
several areas within the collection which were seen to be under represented. These were
twentieth century clothing in general, and specifically men's and children's wear (Queree,
personal communication,1998). With the acquistion of the Mollie Rodie MacKenzie collection
these areas were largely addressed.
1.4 OVERVIEW
Chapter two contains a literature review which discusses three major areas of the topic under
study: western women's dress in the 1950s, New Zealand women's dress in the 1950s, and
material history and classification systems. Within the first section, designer led fashion,
commonly worn dress, and emerging technologies are discussed. The New Zealand section
unveils influences and origins of New Zealand women's dress and New Zealand clothing trade
statistics. The final section deals with how collections of dress have historically been studied.
The methodology contained within chapter three details the cataloguing of the collection,
interviews completed as part of the background research and analysis of the data obtained from
the cataloguing and research.
The results are presented in chapter four, and discussed in detail in chapter five. The
discussion reveals little delay in the assimilation of new fashions and technologies from the
other side of the world, but a reinterpretation of the designs to fit in with the lifestyle of the
women found in New Zealand in the 1950s. The makers of the garments and alterations found
on some of the garments are detailed.
Chapter six summarises the study, concluding that the fashions found in the collection are a
snap shot of the types of garments worn by New Zealand women in the 1950s. They do not
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follow the fashions of the western world at the time slavishly but adapt the general styles to
better fit the New Zealand scene. It recommends research in greater detail with the hope of




This chapter provides the reader with an introduction to the environment that existed in New
Zealand at the time that the garments under study were produced and worn. It opens with a
description of western women's fashion during the 1950s. Designers such as Dior and
Balenciaga had critical roles in developing world fashion at the time. After World War II, but
during the 1950s the designers' influence lessened as the mass market for ready made
garments grew at the expense of haute couture. The social and economic factors leading to
this change are discussed. The introduction of new technologies such as synthetic fibres
through the 1950s is tracked.
New Zealand tended to follow western world trends during the 1950s, with a particular penchant
for being led by Britain. New Zealand women found their fashions through magazines, movies
and mass market impressions of designer garments. Imported clothing was not readily
available due to import control regulations. The value of New Zealand imports of yarns, fabrics
and clothing are plotted throughout the 1950s. This shows extensive importation of raw
materials, but domestic sourcing of completed clothing. Trends in value and source of imports
are highlighted.
The chapter concludes with a brief discussion on the history of costume collections and their
study.
2.1 WESTERN WOMEN'S DRESS IN THE 19505
The 1950s was a time when people in the west were craving security and stability, as they were
just getting over World War II, the Korean war 1950-53, and were coping with a tremendous rate
of change in technology and society. Conforming to ideas of correct attire for specific situations
was a common reaction, which ironically also lead to the start of the rebellion within some
youthful sectors of society by the end of the decade (Cooper, 1985). This need for stability in
the first half of the decade showed itself in fashion as a trend towards moderate conservatism
and nostalgia for a more settled era (Bond, 1981).
The wearing of appropriate clothing for different situations was still adhered to by people at the
start of the decade with authorities such as Emily Post or the fashion writer in local women's
magazines being referred to if one was unsure of the etiquette (Cooper, 1985). Designers such
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as Dior wrote books on what to wear where and when for discerning women of the time. Dior's
book was called Christian Dior's Little Dictionary of Fashion: A Guide to Dress Sense for Every
Woman (1954).
Rebuilding societies after World War II meant full employment for people who wanted to work in
countries in the West. The 1950s brought with it escalating consumerism as full employment
increased the amount of disposable income. At the beginning of the 1950s clothing for most
people tended to be more on a needs basis, e.g. the number of items such as shirts and men's
and ladies' briefs that young and middle aged people owned was three or four compared with
twenty or so that are owned today (Carr and Latham, 1988). Men and some young women who
prior to the war would not have been able to find employment now had money to spend. This
increase in disposable income was translated into an increased spending power especially for
younger adults. These people were not interested in buying homes and appliances for their
homes (although some years ahead many would be), they lived in the here and now, buying
consumer goods such as the latest fashions. Even older adults who were using their extra
spending power to buy bigger items also increased the amount they spent on fashionable
clothing. (Bond, 1981).
Designers became aware of changing consumer attitudes and had to evolve with them to
remain commercially viable. Many designers either gave exclusive rights to a shop to stock
their products or set up retail outlets of their own. This increased the speed with which the
ordinary person could come in contact with the designs of the moment. (Ewing, 1992)
By 1958 fashion had become more international, influences on dress were wider, and
the way fashion was set and followed began to change. The Paris couturiers were still a
major influence,....but the authority of the designers had lessened, new lines did not
have quite the impact and their dictatorial powers were beginning to wane. (Bond, 1981
p 160)
It was no longer just the rich who could afford to be fashionable. Over the 1950s department
stores created their own lines or labels. Many of them had copies of designer garments, which
the general public could afford, on the rack within the season.
2.1.1 Fifties Fashions
Women's fashions at the start of the 1950s were directed from Paris. They were a continuation
and development of the New Look that Dior had made famous in 1947. During the 1950s
designers altered the fashions seemingly yearly, and new "lines" directed the styles season by
season. Key designers at this time included Dior, Balenciaga and Chane! They heavily
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influenced less well known designers, and were quickly adapted by wholesale clothing
manufacturers for the mass market. Within a season or two fashion conscious women in cities
all around the western world were wearing styles developed from the key designers (Bond,
1981).
In the fifties there were actually lines for fashion. Dictates about the shape a woman's
clothes should be, irrespective of the shape of her....And the point was that everyone
wore it, your sister, your auntie, the gym mistress, everyone. (York, 1984 p10)
Christian Dior was born in France in 1905. Dior was brought up in an upper middle class family
who had aspirations of him joining the diplomatic corp, whilst he wanted to be an architect.
Neither wish was fullfilled, once he finished studying he opened an Art Gallery for Modern Art.
This was later closed during the depression of the 1930s. Dior learnt fashion drawing from an
artist and in 1933 sold some hat designs. From this time until 1938 he sold his designs, both hat
and garment, to couture houses. In 1938 he went to work for the couturier Robert Piguet, who
taught him how garments were constructed. At the start of the war he was in the French army,
but was demobbed when France surrendered to the Germans. He then worked as a market
gardener for his father until 1941 when Lelong asked Dior to work for him in Paris under
German patronage. In 1946 Dior opened his own design house financially backed by Marcel
Boussac, a French cotton magnate. His first collection in February 1947, which he called the
Corelle line, was a huge success and was dubbed the New Look by the fashion world. Dior was
active throughout the 1950s until he died in 1957 in Italy. Yves St Laurent took over as head
designer of the Dior house after Dior's death (Dior, 1957; McDowell, 1984; O'Hara Callan, 1998;
de Marly, 1990).
Cristobal Balenciaga's life started in a humble environment in Spain in 1895. He showed early
signs of dressmaking talent when at the age of fourteen he produced a copy of a designer
dress. He trained as a tailor and in 1916 opened his own dressmaking and tailoring business. In
1937 he moved to Paris, via London, opening his own couturier business. Balenciaga designed
clothing with structural elements, frequently formal, and believed in garments being balanced,
uncluttered, dignified and restrained. His house closed at the start of World War II and he went
back to Spain. At the end of the war he returned to Paris, reopened his fashion house, and
continued to create garments that influenced the fashion world. Examples of his innovative style
include the creation of a stand-away collar and the three-quarter-Iength sleeve. Balenciaga died
in Spain in 1972 (McDowell, 1984; O'Hara Callan, 1998).
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The early life of Gabrielle 'Coco' Chanel is shrouded in mystery, most of which she created for
her own purposes. She was born in France in 1883. Chanel learnt some dressmaking skills at
the convent school she attended until age eighteen. She opened her own hat shops in 1910 and
1913, and then her own fashion house in 1915. Her design philosophy was for comfort in dress.
She modified many traditional male garments for women and was her own best model.
Examples of the garments she developed in the 1920s and 1930s include cardigans, twinsets,
bell bottom trousers, pyjamas, the little black dress, and costume jewellery. She closed her
fashion house at the start of World War II and did not reopen it again until the age of seventy
one in 1954. Chanel died in 1971 (Charles-Raux, 1989; McDowell, 1984; O'Hara Callan, 1998).
These three designers were responsible for most of the key trends seen during the 1950s. In
1950 Dior was emphasising womanly curves, large busts and tiny waists with voluminous skirts
that had not been seen since the previous century (Bond, 1981). The following year his designs
were based on the princess line (Dorner, 1975; Sichel, 1979). During 1952 and 1953 Dior was
promoting unbelted 'sheath dresses', which moulded the body from the shoulder to the hemline
(Bond, 1981). In 1953 he introduced the tulip line which "continued the long stalk of a body, but
introduced width and roundness at the bust and shoulders, with wide necklines and full sleeves"
(Jackson, 1998 p 121). Meanwhile in 1953 Balenciaga created a straight and simple silhouette.
The sack-like dress was later adapted into the chemise and tunic lines (Sichel, 1979). A year
later Balenciaga was developing loose tunic tops that were worn over long slim skirts (Dorner,
1975).
Dior introduced the H line in 1954, which comprised a short-skirted tubular shape with a low
waistline which gave a flat chested appearance reminiscent of the 1920s (Sichel, 1979). Chanel
reopened her salon in 1954 and started reinventing her ideal of what women in the twentieth
century should be wearing. This was remarkably similar to her designs of the 1930s with classic
suits and cardigan jackets without collars, worn with blouses that had large bows at the neck
(Anon, 1981; Sichel, 1979)
The A and Y lines were introduced by Dior in 1955 (Dorner, 1975). The A line was close fitting
at the top, had a slight flare in the skirt, and used components such as, fairly tight set-in sleeves,
very small collar and buttons down the front. Alternatively, it was presented as a fairly plain
straight dress that had slight flare out at the hemline. The Y line had full dolman type sleeves
and tapered skirts (Sichel, 1979).
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From the mid 1950s on separates and leisure wear became popular especially with young
people. Some sectors in America, such as middle and lower class youths had been wearing
casual clothing since the 1940s. However under the influence of Italian designers such as
Emilio Pucci casual wear became acceptable to the western market beyond America. Pucci,
other Italian, and American designers produced casual wear which was emulated by the mass
market. Garments included pleated skirts, twin sets, thick sweaters and trousers (Sichel, 1979;
Wilson and Taylor, 1989; Ewing 1992; Bond, 1981). Trousers for women were only worn in a
casual setting or at home (Bond. 1981).
In 1957 Balenciaga introduced the perfectly straight, unfitted "chemmy dress", which narrowed
at the hem. This became known as the sack dress. Sack dresses usually had three-quarter
length rather than long sleeves and the entire dress was plain and simple. This style was
probably more influential than the New Look in real rather than publicity terms (de la Haye,
1997). A variation on the sack dress was a loose tunic top worn over a long straight skirt (Sichel,
1979). These tops were also successfully worn by women as maternity wear. During 1957
Frenchman Hubert Givenchy launched the puff-ball silhouette (Dorner, 1975). From this time on
buttoned-through dresses with full skirts also became popular. They had necklines which had
generally been square or rounded, and followed the shirtwaister style. (Sichel, 1979). A further
new look occured the following year when Yves St Laurent's first collection for the house of Dior
in 1958 introduced the trapeze line (Dorner, 1975).
Fashion for the ordinary woman of Britain was affected by the French fashion houses but in a
conservative way. Wardrobes were not completely revamped with the introduction of the New
Look or any subsequent fashions. Rationing continued into the first few years of the 1950s and
good clothing was not cheap. However, the introduction of ready to wear outlets bought the price
of garments down dramatically over the 1950s (Ewing, 1992).
During the 1950s the United States of America capitalised on what it had learnt over the war
years about manufacturing and designing due to its isolation. It no longer depended on Paris for
as much direction. America's direction mirrored the needs of its people at the time, away from
the traditional fashions as seen in Britain and France towards a more casual life style and
therefore clothing (Ewing, 1992). Examples of the types of garments commonly worn by women
in the United States of America included the shirtwaister, which when worn with white cotton
socks was a catch phrase for teenagers (Wilson and Taylor, 1989); and dirndl dresses that
looked similar to Dior's New Look (Ewing, 1992). American designers were also innovative with
their use of fabrics. During the 1950s designers such as Claire McCardell began using
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alternative fabric types such as Chino, a combed two-ply cotton twill traditionally used as a utility
fabric by the army. McCardell chose to use it in designer garments ranging from separates to
cocktail dresses, and a few years later European designers such as Balenciaga followed suit
(Ewing, 1992).
Fabric designs for apparel clothing varied throughout the decade in style and popularity. The
beginning of the decade saw a prevalence of spots, lines and vague patterns (Sichel, 1979). In
1952 Dior introduced into his Spring collection large floral patterns designed by Ascher. By the
middle of the decade these were very popular in mainstream fashion (Mendes and Hinchcliffe,
1987; de Marly, 1990; Rothstein, 1984).
2.1.2 Specific Fifties Clothes
Clothes from this decade which were commonly worn by middle class women included:
Tailored garments - an essential item in most women's wardrobes during the 1950s. Tailored
garments could include skirt and jacket, dress and jacket, dress and coat, or skirt, jacket and
coat.
Tailored clothes were the important basic garments in most women's wardrobes - they
were expensive items to buy and had to be carefully chosen so that they could be worn
for several seasons....Suit jackets were fitted or semi - fitted (in the first half of the
decade the fitted line was still the most popular) and were sharply darted and seamed
into the waist.....Matching skirts were nearly always narrow, gripping the hips and
tapering in at the hem. (Bond, 1981 p 141.)
Shirtwaist dress - essentially a shirt waist (feminine adaptation of the masculine shirt) extended
to dress length, with straight, gored or full skirt according to fashion. Generally buttoned to the
waist, hipline, or hem, often with a fly front. Round or convertible collar; sleeves of any length or
sleeveless; belted or sashed or worn loose in shift style. Any colour of almost any fabric,
including formal versions made of taffeta and damask. The shirtwaist dress has become a
twentieth century classic and is considered one of America's outstanding contributions to
fashion (Wilcox, 1992)
dirndl skirt - of Tyrolese origin; a full skirt gathered at the waist, in peasant style and colouring,
worn with a shirtwaist. In fashion in the United States of America for several decades, 1940s,
1950s, and early 1960s. ( Wilcox, 1992)
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2.1.3 Technological Changes in Fashion in the 1950s
Probably the biggest technological advancement to happen in fashion during the 1950s was the
introduction of several influential fibre types to commercial production. Over the previous
hundred years a vast amount of work had been put into producing artificial fibres that could be
used for clothing and other purposes. Success had been achieved with the commercial
introduction of viscose rayon in 1905 (Fontanel, 1997), acetate in 1924 (Corbman, 1985), and
nylon in 1938 (Corbman, 1985). During the 1950s several more were added to the stable of
viable alternatives to natural fibres.
In 1950 DuPont announced the first commercial production of "Orion" acrylic (Anon, 1980). In
1953, DuPont produced the first commercially successful polyester fibre, "Dacron" (Hague,
1957; Anon, 1980). Triacetate fibre was first produced commercially in 1954 by the Celanese
Corporation of America, under the name "Arnel" (Anon,1980).
Polyester fibre production spread rapidly after its introduction by DuPont. It was produced in
England in 1955 (Ford, 1983) and by 1957 "... locally manufactured polyester fiber was available
in the important textile producing countries in the Western world and in Japan" (Brunnschweiler
and Hearle, 1993 p 48). Polyester manufacturing and use became widespread throughout the
world within fifteen years of its introduction (Brunnschweiler and Hearle, 1993).
Developing at the same time as the fibres were the technologies to use the resultant fabrics in a
manner in which the consumer could get maximum benefit from the new fibres. For example,
new dyes were developed to colour the fibres and fabrics which had been notoriously difficult or
impossible to dye using traditional techniques and dye recipes.
After World War II the United States army was looking for means by which to conserve wool
which had become scarce. Researchers looked at blending the new fibre types to conserve the
wool, and in 1951 nylon was the first synthetic fibre to be successfully blended with wool
(Brunnschweiler and Hearle, 1993). Besides the benefits looked for, other improvements of this
blending soon became apparent with respect to fabric properties such as wrinkle resistance
and drying times. Blending of the new fibres with wool developed quickly as did the equipment
and techniques that achieved the blends. In the late 1950s cotton was also blended with
synthetic fibres to make it less crushable, thus creating a fashionable and practical material for
summer dresses (Sichel, 1979).
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From 1959 polyester double jersey fabrics (an interlock knit) started to be seen in women's
wear. However, it was not until 1963 when crimplene (a double jersey made from a textured
polyester yarn) was introduced that double jersey fabrics really took off (Brunnschweiler and
Hearle, 1993).
With the introduction of synthetic fibres and fabrics, the public perception of the uses of specific
fibres and fabrics changed. Both cotton and wool which, prior to this decade, had been
associated with middle and working classes, became acceptable in high fashion garments (de la
Haye, 1997). Due to clever marketing by the British Cotton Board in the mid 1950s cotton's
image improved especially with younger people (Wilson and Taylor, 1989). Tailored clothing
was generally made from natural fibre types and came in quiet understated colours and textures
(Bond, 1981). Synthetic fibres became associated with working-class fabrics due to their price,
easy care properties and abundance, things that the working-class woman was looking for
(Partington, 1992).
Mass production of previously luxury goods put everything in the reach of ordinary
people, and the new technology was also producing cheap, easily-maintained artificial
fabrics like Orion, Rayon, Terylene, Courtelle and of course Nylon. They brought with
them different colours, different textures and a different feel. (Mulvey and Richards,
1998)
Properties of the new fibre types started influencing fashion design. Styles developed using the
properties to their best advantage. For example, the thermoplastic ability of polyester to set in
place lead to permanently pleated skirts, a very popular garment of the late 50s and early 60s.
Plastic zippers had been experimented with in the 1930s by designers such as Schiaparelli
because of the vibrant colours in which they could be produced. However these zippers had not
been used in anything but high fashion until 1955 when nylon spiral zippers were first introduced
into Germany and France. Their advantages of light weight and true and fast colours made
them conspicuous and popular alternatives to metal fasteners (Friedel, 1994). YKK (Yoshida
Kogyosho Company) started making nylon zippers in New Zealand in 1959, its first zipper
manufacturing site outside Japan. Prior to this nylon zippers had to be imported into New
Zealand (J. Campbell, YKK Christchurch, personal communication;
www.ykk.com/english/itsykk/enkaku.html. 1999)
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2.2 NEW ZEALAND DRESS IN THE 19505
Fashion in New Zealand at the beginning of the 1950s was greatly influenced by the isolated
geographical position of New Zealand in the world. There was a reliance on Britain as New
Zealand's perceived motherland and therefore the arbiter of good taste. Limited information
came into the country about overseas fashion trends, and any information available in New
Zealand tended to be filtered through Britain first. Few fashion journals or magazines were
imported, exceptions being the likes of L'Officiel and Vogue obtained by people with a
commercial and or passionate interest in the trends of fashion. Several tailors, who were either
apprentices during this period or who had just finished their apprenticeship, maintained that new
styles that they started using from Britain came from the magazine' The Tailor and Cutter' which
was published annually (F. Dean; M. Ridder, personal communication). During the 1950s it was
a five week boat trip from the United Kingdom to New Zealand for people or cargo, and was not
a trip undertaken lightly. This dictated the minimum time frame by which something could travel
from that region of the world to New Zealand. International air travel was still in its infancy and
for most people was not a realistic option due to the expense.
After the end of World War II it took several years for factories and mills to change over from the
war time production of supplying the forces with uniforms and military supplies back to civilian
production. One of the tailors interviewed, who started his apprenticeship in 1947, was still
helping produce uniforms for the military in 1949 when the factory changed to domestic
production (F. Dean, personal communication). Therefore supplies of clothing were limited for
the domestic market as the military had precedence in production of such items. Frequently it
was impossible to procure garments or raw materials to produce garments. A large proportion of
what the New Zealand population was wearing at the beginning of the 1950s was what they had
been wearing through the 1940s, possibly altered to meet the perception of fashion in the
outside world. F. Dean talked about seeing the arrival of the European immigrants from
countries such as Hungary and the Netherlands at the end of the 1940s and early 1950s. These
were people who had left Europe often because they were displaced by the ravages of war. He
described the awakening of the New Zealand population who saw these people in 'fashionable'
clothes so different from their own, but who otherwise had nothing but what they stood up in or
could carry except the skills they had learnt in their homelands. Some of the immigrants bought
with them tailoring and dressmaking skills which they put to good use in New Zealand. This
brought an added ingredient of European fashion skills to the traditionally British background of
dressmaking and tailoring already in place in New Zealand.
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One place that women could access information about what was fashionable was the New
Zealand Woman's Weekly. This publication and others like it, including the Australian Home
Journal, and British publications of Woman and Home, My Home and English Woman's Weekly
promoted fashions which in turn became successful because of their inclusion in the publication.
Often the magazines ran pattern services which provided free or easily accessible patterns.
Articles on what was being worn in Europe and how it was being worn were also common (see
Figure 1), as were columns to inform the reader on fashion 'know how' (see Figure 2).
According to V. Congdon (personal communication) another publication that could be bought
from the local bookstore was Enid Gilchrist's pattern books, an Australian publication. Home
dressmakers who had some confidence in their skills could draft off the patterns in these and
use them. Australia was in a similar situation as New Zealand as far as isolation from the main
arena of fashion trend setting goes (Maynard, 1995), so women relied heavily on their
magazines to follow the fashions. Maynard also cites big retailers as being a major fashion
influence for Australians during the 1950s. In New Zealand, paper patterns were obtainable
from fabric shops or department stores selling fabrics. The types of patterns available in the
1950s included, Vogue, Simplicity, McCalis (all from the United States of America), Weldons
(Britain), Wiegels (Melbourne, Australia), Academy (Auckland) and Paragon (Dunedin) .. Some
of these patterns were also available through publications such as the New Zealand Woman's
Weekly.
American servicemen had started to influence New Zealand fashion during World War II with
their well-cut uniforms in quality fabrics and their access to nylons and other fashion items that
they occasionally gifted to New Zealand women. Once the servicemen left New Zealand, movies
from Hollywood, which had been influential since the 1930s, continued to provide an American
influence. Glamourous movie stars such as Grace Kelly, Audrey Hepburn, Elizabeth Taylor
graced the screens tempting women with the latest fashion trends and makeup (Mulvey and
Richards, 1998). Picture theatres throughout New Zealand were one of the major forms of
entertainment throughout the 1950s and one of the most readily accessible methods of visually
displaying what was happening abroad.
Clothing available to local consumers was largely of New Zealand manufacture throughout the
1950s. Strict import licensing had been in place since 1938. This was slightly relaxed over the
course of the 1950s. The Import Control Regulations prohibited the importation of any goods
except under a licence or an exemption (Department of Statistics, 1959a.). Dean, a tailor at the
time, said the licences were incredibly difficult to obtain and even if you could get one they
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TO KNEE OR NOT TO KNEE?
It seems certain that Her Maiesty will not be
dictated to by Dior about hemlines
PUT that skirt back where you FoundIt, put it back, put It back right
away.
That is the immediate reaction of
women to Dior''s latest demand-the
Knee Look. successor to the New Look.
But what of London's Big Ten , , .
dollar earners for Britain, designers to
the ltoyal F'amily and world-recognised
for th"Ir tailored suits that spell
€'1(,~~~Hlce in any language? This week
they have all showed longer lengths
and (Ire being discreetly quict about
what the little Paristan man with the
bald head has done.
Collection of most Interest to New
Zeal;,nd women (or' those who will be
thinking of outflts for the Royal 'I'our)
was that of Norman Hartnell, easily the
most wenrnb!e (and the most expensive)
of the displavs shown in the Mayfair
fashion marathon.
Mr. Hartnelt was the only one of the
dosumcru who snowed himself to the
80·odd writers and artists who packed
his OP\1I<>nt. crystal-chandeilcrcd show.
room in Bruton Street. Hand in hand
w i th his lending ma nrrequln Dolores, he
ap"ln~l."r'r1 for his "mall collection, add.
ing that he had been too busy prepar-
in.~ the Queen's wardrobo for New Zea-
land and Australia to design more,
From that you can guess the type of
clothes Her Majesty will be wearing,
similar to those he has been working
on at the same time for' this showing
-nowing lines .. full skirts .
rounded, draped bustlines and the ex,
qulxite crinolined evening dresses with
his famed and fabulous beading and
embroidery. Much emphasis was placed
on the left hip of h ls gowns with drapes,
Iloat ing panels and large bows,
The strapless top was out of his
theme. 'I'he couple of af'ter-dar'k
creations that were strapless had minute
1J01"r08 (practically two sleeves and a
joining strlp across the back. And
along tile same lines as most of the
other style arbiters he dropped wa ist-
lines slightly. Violent violet, a froth
of mauve, violet and olive gr-een in bouf-
fant fashioning brought the applause of
the week.
It foliowed on his Lemon Souffle-a
thr-ee-dimensional swish of a gown in
SOliI' yellow net with tiny velvet jacket
and embrnlderles of pearls and sequins
so cunningly appllqucd over the skirt
that they stood away and tinkled as the
wearer moved. There was an audible
gasp in the hushed g rey salon when the
words, "Gel Him," ushered in a shim-
mering long-sleeved cocktail Irock made
entirely of jet beads. If t1Wt didn't get
him, well, over to Dior.
Queen Elizabeth is showing prefer-
ence for tiered skirts so it remains to
be seen whether she takes with her a
bal lerlna-lcng th of lace-over-snme-colour
fabric thai Hartnell also loves.
Who are the women who stay the
pace In the four-day scamper to tell
the worid what is being worn? They
are f'rorn 18 to GO and represent news-
papers and magazincs from the four
corners. What do t h ey wear? London
corrcsponucnts are supremely elegant
wit.h grey suits. pearls and the inevit-
able long-handled umbrellas. Writers
from the }i:nglish provinces wear pic-
tun: hats wi t h lots of flowers. gay ('DUnn
frocks and sandals or brogues. Over-
se~l~ scribes are harder to place tor most
of them livr- in J.onrlun ill! th(~ time and
only unusuat ar-ccssor lcs and accents
hel ray them.
What rio they do, apart from watch-
ing frocks? Most doodle, chain smoke
and ma k e nudible com.nen ts to their
neighbours. This is a prize icmru-k over-
heard at Digby Mortori's. "l'm never
stuck to describe a colour'." she said,
PIf ies pink. amber brown or yellow
(Continued on rage 78)
EDITH TEAGUE covers
the London fashion shows




top of the ribs, Ufl:xlt" IIIif' with
wntcrrntts lind
buttons,
Rfl'nlt!hlpr lf no e wtth un-
fitted t>lIhnnr-tfr to top.
COAt.
FIGURE 1
European and British Fashion as described in the New Zealand Woman's Weekly
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(source: NZWW October 1, 1953)
TO KNEE on NOT TO KNEE?
(Collti/wed
I c.-dl it burnt
shade n.uuc
111all\,C, purp:e
azulca. ~(l 0l1('CI{~':;~I,~;(,~\",,:>I'I:':,'i.c~1There c
hens" at
French [rom one fll' 1.\\'0 others, but
1110St of the (h::.-;j,~'nel's plac;.lted the on-
looke\'s with r!'t'e cigarettes and iced
chocolate. Il'ullny thing about that
c1"locolate-at every place it was served
it canio in the same long cups with red
striped borders,
I wonder whether the Big Ten shared
them? Victor St cibe l gave out auto--
graphed pencils,
New Zealaud stores, take a bow, The
shows I have seen a: 110me (especially
Auckland) ha ve been ta I' better orua-
nised than these London ones, Rarely
did any of the showings take place on
time, and there were noticeable hold-
ups during the presentation, Many
times wr orig numbers of the garments
were (~d leI!.
And !';ew Zealand's professional
m,o(]{'ls wh» may lack the finesse of
their I\lr::slair counterparts, mav preen
thelns(':\'e~, that they are not as round-
shouklcred or poker-faced as most of
t hos« gir;3 were, Only Hartnell's
1)o!orc;,:= ilntl ~rort()n's Australian manrie
quin. Patty D;1wes, smiled at the vle w-
ers and g8V€ intelligent explanations of
mn teria ls, cut [mel colours.
This is the fashion picture from the
designers:
MlcHAEL gave us the T''and Dynasty
figure-the loose sweeping shoulder
and smooth hipline, tapering skirts and
wide sleeves of that per-iod of Chinese
history from 6i8 to D07 A.D, His hats
were 1ft high and identical with the one
Garbo wore in "Ninotchka."
MATTLI emphasised the up-curving
bosom, gai-ter-stze waist and rounded
hips, and Int rotluced the Corolla neck,
line-a deep cowl collar which revealed
a glimpse of matching bra,
CHARLES CREED'S collection was
FIGURE 1 continued
for a strntghtupand
lone skirts and i..! a !,\-,
I-IAIW IE A .\'11 Es a hrend
and butt cr di.splHy straighter
Jines and ur.rit tcd s illiouct.to to top-
coats.
SHi<;HAHI)'S mr«!«ls vvere all god-
cI(>..::;~(~.'::' or f:1 utcs d:'upped from an on-
cha ntcd t'ainbuw-preuy but unprac-
tical.
DlCIBY MOHTON ra lsed waistlines to
rh e top of the ribs,
STEI[Jj~L followed the "Exit" line
with w at erfa lls. buttons, bows and
pockets at th(: back.
JOHN CA VANA(;;.r produced the ,lif·
ficult Infanta sk irt (f'old etl pleats on the
hip bone disappearing towards the hem)
and the Gituna sk irt (smooth hipline,
fullness below h ips or knees to give
dancing hemline.
What [Ire London women doing this
Bank Holiday week-end 'I Preparing
their new season's cluthes along these
lines? 1 doubt it. A lot of us are snip-
ping two to three inches olf last year's
sl<irtsj
(source: NZWW October 1, 1953)
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JO'S'~~OTEBOOK
l o, our Fashion Expert, l,wites you
to send yuur personal fashion problems
UJhich she will nnstoer in this weekly
column. Owing to tlie number of ques-
tiolls arriving. she regrets that she is
unable to answer them privately, but
will deal with the most interesting ones
through the column. II i, not possible





"Blue" (Hamilt on l : Would you please
. 8\1~gesl eo lnurs and styles for a not-so-
_ young bride und perhaps one attendant ?
. . It will be II church weddi ng, held in the
~
spring, of n single woman ann a widower.
Th e only guests will be numerous rei a·
~
lives.. The bride is S.W., fair to medium
r-nlnur-ing.
ANSWER:
"Not-sa-young," like "not·sa-slim," is
nn amtrunious term which doesn't help
me mneh. I have sketched a fairly
simple [rock which onght to suit
brides of all ages! The decoiietnoe :
(which s11(Jqests an occasion more than:
does a tiiqti-nccked iroctc) is caught in '
iultness over the bosum with a soft ti6.
For a really lavish appearance make:
the ski1"t a double-circle and have it :
sun·ray pleated. Pale blue for tit e :
frock, shoes and straw hat which'
should be a softly-brimmed etuipe;'.
swathed with tulle. White u1oves:
and a bouquet of light and deep pinlcs :
The bridesmaid could follow this style in another soft C010UT :
omitting the hat and substituting a small close-fitting cap. :
QUESTION:
Mrs. D. (Auckland) : Could you suggest a style and colour for
a jersey frock to be worn under a claret coat? Also bat, shoes etc.
I am 3D, fair, Sit. In height, and measur ements are 32, 24, 34.
ANSWER:
A soft grey-blue would look pretty with claret and yow'
fair colouring, If the coat i.s loose and shows much of the:
{rock, match the hat to the latter, otherwise choose a match·
ing claret. Black shoes and bag are versatile and almost
always correct. Gloves would probably look best in pinky· '
beige-you don't want to look too "matched." If it's an :
occasion you have in mind, palest pink jersey irock and hat
would be unusual. Have the frock extremely plain, {fared
skirt and buttoned V neckline.
QUESTION:
"Joan" (Auckland) : I have a ail·
very green brocaded evening frock
which I have made Into ballet
length. There \s a circular piece
10 inches wide from the hem, aho
i yard to match. Could you sug-
gest a way of using this so that I
could wear 'the (straple.. ) Irock
to a cocktail party?
ANSWER,
The shortened jacket is the
most useful and I think you
should have just enough to
make one, if you put it on a
band just below the bosom. Keep it wide at the shouldeTS
with a collar of about 2, inches wide tapering to nothinu
at the one button. Set in verll ShOTt sleeves, cuffed or not,
as you prefer.
FIGURE 2
Answers to fashion problems by a fashion 'expert'
(source: NZWW August 27, 1956)
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were very expensive (F. Dean, personal communication). The stated aim of the licensing:
". apart from the obtaining of revenue, has for its objects the following:
(a) The development of New Zealand industries.
(b) The maintenance and extension of markets for New Zealand produce.
(c) The encouragement of intra-Commonwealth trade.
(Department of Statistics 1958, pg 359)
2.3 NEW ZEALAND CLOTHING TRADE STATISTICS
The tables and graphs in this section review the importation and production within New Zealand
of clothing goods. They were compiled from figures found in Industrial Production Statistics of
New Zealand (1950-59), the Report on External Trade Statistics of New Zealand (1952-59), and
the New Zealand Census 1951, 1956 and 1961.
Data which were included from the Industrial Production Statistics of New Zealand were yarns
produced for apparel production, fabrics produced for apparel production, mens and boys
outerwear, womens and girls outerwear, underclothing, hats, caps and millinery, corsetry,
neckties, shirts and pyjamas, and wearing apparel not elsewhere included. The Industrial
Production Statistics excluded any products that were not produced in a factory of more than
two people, and products made by bespoke tailors, dressmakers, milliners or home clothing
producers.
Data which were included in this thesis from the Report on External Trade Statistics of New
Zealand involved the importation of goods that were related to the apparel industry. In the
reports goods were listed in the categories of fibres and yarns (combined), fabric, and clothing.
These three categories have been followed here. Sufficient detail was listed in the reports to
differentiate apparel goods from those destined for other sectors. Data gathered from the
Reports excludes any apparel goods which had been combined into a country's miscellaneous
category. It is not expected that this would be of any significance. Import statistics for the 1950s
from the Industrial Production Statistics of New Zealand (1950 to 1959) and Report on External
Trade Statistics of New Zealand (1952 to 1959) are contained in Appendix II. Figures 3 and 4
illustrate the key trends. Data for 1950 and 1951 are not included as insufficient data were
reported prior to 1952.
Figure 3 shows the predominance of raw material importation over finished articles.
Consistently throughout the decade the value of clothing imported was around one tenth the
value of yarns and fabrics imported. According to V.Congdon (personal communication) wool
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The origin of clothing and raw materials through the 19505.
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Britain to be processed and then brought back into the country as either yarn or fabric at a
greatly increased price. It was a very important fibre type for New Zealand with its severely cold
winters, and was worn by everyone. Great Britain was given preferential treatment when it came
to importation of goods into the country, both generally and in clothing and textiles. This
preference, and the prevailing "motherland" attitude are reflected in the origin of yarns, fabrics
and clothing (see Figure 4a,b,c). This British preference biased all external influences on New
Zealand's fashion over this time period towards British fashions. Yarns and fabrics were almost
exclusively sourced locally or from the UK. However, the dominance of Great Britain,
particularly as a source of fabrics, was declining through the decade (Figure 4b). Fabric imports
were coming increasingly from the United States of America and Asia by 1959, although Great
Britain still exceeded all other import origins combined.
In 1953 a new import category was introduced which allowed
...Iimited import of items (especially clothing) of a kind manufactured in New Zealand to
give the consumer a greater variety of goods, to enable the New Zealand manufacturers
to become acquainted with overseas fashions and designs, and to introduce some
overseas price and quality competition in fields hitherto reserved exclusively for
domestic industries. (Census and Statistics Department 1955, p 277)
Imported clothing never featured substantially in the 1950s but reduced from a high of 8% of all
manufactured clothing value in 1954 to a low of 2% by 1959 (Figure 4c). Most clothing was
produced domestically.
Neither the production or external trade statistics differentiate between the majority of man-
made fibres other than in later years mentioning rayon, nylon and other synthetic fibres.
Therefore the date of entrance of other major players such as polyester, acrylic and triacetate
cannot been determined from the statistics. The date of entrance has, for the purposes of this
study, been seen as soon after their international commercial introduction.
Large scale manufacture of clothing was but a part of the story of clothing produced in New
Zealand in the 1950s. The Report on the Industrial Production Statistics of New Zealand only
collected data from "....registered factories engaged in manufacture, repair, or treatment of
articles, employing at least two hands (including the working proprietor)" (Census and Statistics
Department, 1954a p5). Therefore smaller manufacturing operations of only one or two are not
included in the total, and neither is the home dressmaker. The report also completely excludes
bespoke tailors, dressmakers and milliners.
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Census figures from 1951, 1956 and 1961 for those employed in the textile and clothing
industries are shown in Table 1. These data show a reasonably stable industry through the
1950s. When discussing labour force increases in the textile, clothing and leather industries
over the ten year period to 1957 Mardle (1957) noted negligible changes. There was a large
increase, not evident in Table 1, in the people employed to make knitted goods. This group
grew from 2543 in 1951, to 2951 in 1956, and to 4301 in 1961. This 70% increase related to an
increased popularity in knitted goods, especially outerwear, in the late 1950s e.g. thick sweaters,
sack dresses in knit fabric and double jersey knit in women's wear.
Census data is self declared so may not be entirely accurate. Some clothing producers may not
be included in these statistics, such as those who may not want to draw the attention of the tax
department, women who work from home and who do not label themselves as part of the
workforce, and women who were not paid for their work.
2.4 MATERIAL HISTORY AND CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS
Historically European museums were not very interested in collecting fashionable garments
(Taylor, 1998), and it was well into the twentieth century before costume or fashion collections
were seen as serious parts of a museum. It was not until the 1960s and 1970s that costume
museums such as Musee de la Mode et du Textile (Paris) and The Museum of Costume (Bath)
opened.
The use of artifacts from museum collections for other than public exhibition has been limited in
most historical disciplines, excluding archaeology. Historians had seen limited value in artifacts
for developing the story of past cultures. Traditional historians use and interpret written
documentation such as journals, newspapers, government documents to answer the questions
they have formulated. However, there is now an increasing interest in the material culture that is
found in museums, to see if the artifacts have information to make the picture of the past clearer
(Mayo, 1984). Steele believes "object-based research provides unique insights into the historic
and aesthetic development of fashion." (Steele, 1998 p327)
According to Rexford (1991), to interpret dress (or any other artifact) you must understand its
'language' including lexicon, grammar and context. The lexicon of an artifact provides an
understanding of what it was used for, who made it and when, and helps establish alternatives
that could be worn during its period of use. The rules of when and why the garments were worn




Census data from 1951, 1956 and 1961 for people employed in the textile and clothing
industries.
1951 1956 1961
women 23099 21878 24635
men 11478 10052 10924
total 34577 31930 35559
Source: Census and Statistics Department, 1954b; Department of Statistics, 1959b and 1965.
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Clothing in the Mollie Rodie McKenzie twentieth century collection that has been purchased by
the Canterbury Museum has not yet been completely processed so that it may be used by
museum staff or the public for research or educational purposes. As in most museums money
and time for artifact processing is at a premium so priorities must be followed. Clothing and
textiles are not a high priority within Canterbury Museum at present. Therefore the Mollie Rodie
McKenzie collection has remained in storage unprocessed since its purchase. It is well
acknowledged that the resources required to process such collections can be beyond the
means of many institutions (Measey, 1985; Pedersen and Loverin, 1989). The level of
expertise required to catalogue collections of dress for museums is high, and expertise and
experience does not come cheaply. According to Taylor (1998), the identification and dating of
garments is only possible through precise knowledge of intricacies of cut, trimmings, making up
and fabrics used in clothing of every period and by every class and culture. It would be
immensely helpful if there was a standardised and comprehensive system that could be
followed by a museum staff member, with some training in the area, to help cataloguing of
articles of dress and help date the articles. Such a system could assist an institution in
appropriately recording the articles as expert advice may not be necessary all the time. There
are a number of systems which people are trying to refine but to date there is no
standardisation. The range of different artifacts in dress makes producing such a system
difficult.
Most costume dating techniques are designed around the most popular or established
fashion silhouette for a given period. However, it is not known whether artifacts in a
specific collection are necessarily composed of the most common items or not. Since
costume collections consist of artifacts that have usually been donated to the museum,
establishing the place an artifact holds in history is enigmatic. (Pedersen and Loverin,
1989 p 47)
The International Council of Museums Costume Committee (1991) has produced guidelines for
the care and cataloguing of dress within a museum setting. The recommendations do not
however extend to analysis.
There have been systems put forward to try to analyse and aid in the dating of costume, but
because of its diverse nature the success of such systems is variable. Examples of such
systems include modifications of E. McClung Fleming's methods of studying objects as seen in
Severa and Horswill (1989) and Zimmerman (1981). Other examples are Schlick's algorithm as
seen in Rowold and Schlick (1983) and Prowns methodology as discussed in Steele (1998).
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2.5 SUMMARY
There is a large body of literature on fashion and dress for western women in the 1950s. This
information is not however necessarily related to the fashion and dress worn by New Zealand
women in the 1950s. An objective of this thesis is therefore to try and establish any similarities
and differences between the literature and a collection of New Zealand dress.
The literature review discusses in general terms the changes that occured in women's fashion
over the 1950s. These included the gradual acceptance of casual clothing into more people's
wardrobes, the increased usage of synthetic and regenerated fibres in garments, and the
introduction of the nylon zipper. The silhouette at the start of the decade was either closely
tailored to the body by a suit, or accentuated a woman's curves by exaggerating the bust and
hips and minimising the waist in Dior-like New Look dresses. By the end of the 1950s the
predominant silhouette was styled after Balenciaga's sack dress.
New Zealanders obtained knowledge about dress fashions from many sources including
women's magazines, films, paper patterns, news reels, and new immigrants into the country.
Great Britain still held the position of 'motherland' to New Zealand and as such, English fashions
and goods were given preferential treatment over other countries. Imports from Great Britain
dominated all other countries for the entire decade, although by the later stages this infuence
was diminishing. Importing restrictions meant that there was a predominance of raw material
importation over finished articles. Domestic production of garments was paramount in





The Mollie Rodie MacKenzie (MRM) collection is owned by the Canterbury Museum. The
Museum therefore required that the cataloguing be completed according to a format that had
previously been developed by the Canterbury Museum curator specifically for the purposes of
their own clothing collections (see Appendix I).
Prior to this study the garments were stored in large cardboard boxes (56x56x59cm), with
approximately forty garments per box, grouped roughly by decade and gender. Approximately
120 boxes were stacked three deep by three or four high. Because of this arrangement, the
boxes weight and the lack of assistance, time or space for the boxes to be moved to any other
configuration, only convenience sampling was possible. The sample of garments was selected
by choosing appropriately labelled boxes (1950s women's wear) which could be readily
accessed. All garments in the selected boxes were catalogued in the order of unpacking.
Additional boxes were selected until the target of 200 garments had been achieved.
Immediately after unpacking garments were uniquely identifed. Initially each garment was
labelled with a sequential catalogue number. The catalogue number was determined by the
museum's internal cataloguing system. The catalogue number was hand written with an
indelible pen on white cotton ribbon and hand sewn into place on the garment(s). A garment
with a bodice was usually labelled at the right shoulder seam, a garment that only covered the
lower part of the body was usually labelled at the waistband either at the centre back or near the
closure. Each garment already had a paper swing tag attached at some point (e.g. buttonhole,
neck label, belt loop etc.) as part of MRM's cataloguing system. On this label was usually an
approximate date, short description and MRM's cataloguing number. The museum catalogue
number was written onto this swing tag which was then detached from the garment. The swing
tags were viewed by the museum as part of the collection so have been archived. MRM had
also written a catalogue to complement the swing tags. This was cross referenced with the
swing tags and the details were written onto the back of the museum cataloguing sheet (below
the 'comments' heading - a box was drawn around this information and "(M.R.M.)" was written
beside it).
Garments were placed on a dress form to better see how they may have been worn, for ease of
manipulating the garments during cataloguing and for obtaining clear photographs. As a result of
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the storage conditions many garments were badly wrinkled and creased. Each garment was
photographed, in colour (front on) as an aid for future identification for this thesis and for the
museum. The photographs were taken under flourescent lighting using a Canon EOS 1000
camera and 400 ASA film, and are 100x150mm colour with a glossy finish.
Each garment was given a descriptive object name, e.g. dress - evening; coat - women's. An
extra name was given if it was relevant, e.g. ballerina; swing back.
The following garment characteristics were then catalogued:
• The number of component parts i.e. single component (e.g. a skirt), or multiple components
(e.g. a suit - skirt, jacket and belt, which would be listed as three).
• If the garment was complete or not (e.g. an incomplete garment may have buttons or a belt
missing, or a suit may have a jacket missing).
• The general condition of the garment (excellent, good, fair or poor).
• The variety of materials used (e.g.metal, plastic, man made fibres, cotton).
• The maker, and where it was made, preferably sourced from the garment's label. If no label
was present then an educated decision was made on whether it was factory mass
produced, professionally manufactured, or home made, and the location of manufacture
was left blank.
• The date of manufacture as recorded by MRM.
• The fabrics used in the garment, including information on the colour, construction type, fibre
type and any other pertinent detail.
To be considered a factory-made garment evidence was required of a commercially produced
label identifying the garment from a particular manufacturer, or that there had been a label
attached at some point. The techniques and equipment used in construction were also assessed
for typicality of factory production techniques, for example, use of specialist machinery such as
overlockers, and the simplification of traditional dressmaking techniques such as the insertion of
plackets and sleeves. Dressmaker/bespoke tailored garments were designated because of the
quality of the product, and because techniques and equipment used in constructing the garment
were considered typical of dressmakers/bespoke tailors. For example, use of tailored
buttonholes, rondels and tailoring techniques used when interfacing jackets or coats. Some
garments had appropriate labelling indicating the garment was made by a dressmaker or tailor.
Home made garments were established by the techniques and equipment used in producing the
garment, for example only straight machine sewing, basic hand sewing and lack of labelling.
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Each fibre type was identified using the generic fibre name for the fibres used within the fabric.
Identification was by means of garment labels, original cataloguing notes, fabric construction,
drape and handle. No microscopic examination was possible because of the destructive nature
of this method. Original fibre type labels were found only in rare instances, inevitably in imported
garments.
The garment was then analysed starting at the top and working down. Features catalogued
included:
• neckline and collar where relevant:
• the shape of the front and back neckline, presence of an opening, facings, other
extra detailing
• presence of a collar, number of pieces, size and shape of collar and any extra detail
• bodice style, using descriptors such as fitted, semi fitted and unfitted
• bodice construction, front and back: number of pieces, symmetry, position of
construction lines, openings/closures, shaping, decoration and anything else of
interest (e.g. lining, pockets, tucks). Side openings and closures were included in
the front as there was no side field on the cataloguing sheet.
• bodice measurements were taken at neck circumference, bust circumference and
shoulder to waist at the centre front.
• sleeve style
• number of pieces, position of insertion, length, gathering at sleeve head, presence
of darts, cuff or hem, decoration.
• sleeve measurements: length (from the point of insertion at the shoulder, or if it was
a dolman, raglan from the neck) and hem circumference. If the garment was
sleeveless this was noted and the armhole measurement taken.
• The waistline was described by its position e.g. natural, under the bust, and by how fitting it
was e.g. loose, semi-fitted. If the waistline had features such as closures, belt loops or belts
these were noted.
• The skirt shape, such as straight, full circle, tapered.
• Skirt construction was usually detailed by looking at the front first and then the back
but if the skirt was in one then it was described as one. Detail included descriptions
on whether the pieces were a continuation of bodice pieces or the number of
pieces, openings/closures, shaping, decoration and detail of the hem finishing.
• Skirt measurements were taken at the waist, waist to hem front and waist to hem
back.
All measurements were completed with the garment on a dress form and were +/- 5 mm.
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Notes were taken on how seams were sewn, the type of thread used, what treatment if any was
applied to the edges of the seams (e.g. raw, pinking, machine neatening), detail of any labels
such as type, colour, placement and wording. Detailed descriptions were recorded of
buttons/buttonholes, and of any alterations made to the garment. Alterations for the purposes of
this thesis have simply been defined as modifications to the original garment. Examples of
alterations include raising or lowering the hems, mending, taking in or letting out the garment
through the seams.
Condition notes included details on soiling, staining, undone seams, deteriorated fabrics, faulty
zippers etc., anything that was seen as detracting from an excellent condition.
Once garments had been catalogued they were laid flat on shelving, with acid free tissue
surrounding them, so that they could be stored at a later date by the Canterbury Museum
curator.
3.2 INTERVIEWS
There are very few direct written references to New Zealand fashion in the 1950s. Support
material sourced for this thesis has mainly been researched from publications with indirect
information such as year books, government factory production statistics, government import
statistics, women's magazines, factory centenary publications and newspapers. Beyond this,
information was found by interviewing people who worked within the clothing industry at the
appropriate time.
Interviews were set up with people who were working in various parts of the industry during the
1950s. Those interviewed consisted of two tailors and four home economics teachers. Of the
tailors one started his apprenticeship in the late forties and the other started his apprenticeship
in the early fifties. The teachers had all started their teacher training in 1951. The tailors were
interviewed at their places of employment and the teachers at one of their homes.
Questioning was split into two sections. The first was in general terms: what the environment
was like to work in during the fifties, what or who influenced their designs, what lasting
impressions they had of working during this time. The second part was looking at specifics:
when did various synthetic fabrics first arrive into New Zealand, when did the first nylon zippers
arrive, what specific styles or components of garments were important in New Zealand during
the 1950s.
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The replies to the general questions helped in establishing new areas of research e.g.
importation statistics. Replies to the specific questions have not yielded reliable or consistent
information.
3.3 DATA ANALYSIS
In order to extract manageable data from the catalogue set summary or grouped information
must be obtained. Four approaches have been used in this thesis. These are described in this
section.
3.3.1 Independent Characteristic Analysis
The distributions of characteristics of interest were tabulated and can be found in chapter four.
Tabulated characteristics were those which the literature review indicated may be of importance.
These included the types and manufacturers of the garments, fibre and fabric types, openings,
closures and the fit or style of the garments. All catalogued garments were used in this analysis.
3.3.2 Cross Tabulation Characteristic Analysis
In order to look at relationships between characteristics pairs of characteristics were cross
tabulated. One variable of the cross tabulations was generally either waistline fit or bodice style.
These variables were used as proxies for overall garment style. Characteristics tabulated
against these style variables were front and back openings and closures, and sleeve insertion.
Waistline fit and bodice style were also tabulated against each other. All catalogued garments
were used in this analysis.
3.3.2.1 Cross Tabulation with Respect to Dated Garments
The garments with a known date of manufacture were additionally analysed chronologically.
The distributions of characteristics were tabulated according to manufacture date.
Characteristics of interest were particularly related to aspects of style and fit.
The introduction of new closures and their positions were expected to be significant features in
the 1950s. In order to gain an overall impression of closure trends a graphical approach was
used (Figure 6). This figure shows for each garment the position and type of all closures on the
bodice and skirt. The closures for each garment are aligned vertically, with each garment
represented in its appropriate year of manufacture.
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3.3.3 Block Clustering Analysis
In order to detect common patterns across many characteristics of the garments cluster analysis
was used. Cluster analysis provided a means to group garments into clusters so that garments
within a cluster were more like one another than they were like garments in other clusters (Hair
et al 1995). It was hoped that undated garments falling within a cluster with several dated
garments may be able to be dated by their similarities with dated garments. These similarites
may not have otherwise been apparent. All garments were therefore used in this analysis.
The clusters can be defined using many characteristics compared with only two that are possible
in cross tabulation. The characteristics upon which to base the clusters are selected by the
researcher. In this instance variables relating to shape, fit, openings, closures and sleeve
insertion were selected. These were largely the same variables as used for cross tabulation.
Apart from the characteristics the researcher must also select the number of clusters to be
defined. A set of clearly defined clusters may be apparent in the results, however a degree of
judgement is typically required to select useful groupings. As a compromise between specificity
and generality between four and ten clusters were desired.
3.4 Alterations




This chapter presents results from the cataloguing of a sample of the Mollie Rodie MacKenzie
collection. The results are presented in five sections. The first section provides a
characterisation of the collection sample viewing each characteristic independently. In the
second section garment characteristics are correlated in two dimensional cross tabulations. The
first two sections view all garments in the sample together. In the third section garments with
identified production dates are studied. Various characteristics are viewed with respect to
production date. Section four shows a block cluster analysis of selected characteristics of the
garments with known production dates. Finally garment alterations are presented in the fifth
section.
Figure 5 provides a basic distribution of the garment types. It shows in general terms the types
of garments catalogued. The preponderance of daywear reflects the aims of this thesis rather
than the balance of the collection as a whole. Items other than daywear were included during an
initial investigative phase of the study, after which it was decided to exclude further non-daywear
as the practical difficulties of sampling meant there were insufficient items to provide a balanced
sample.
4.1 CHARACTERIZATION OF COLLECTION SAMPLE
This section provides a characterisation of the collection sample viewing each characteristic
independently. The results are presented in Tables 2 to 12. For all tables in this section, except
Table 10, n=217. Tables 2 and 3 provide a description of the manufacturer and dominant fibre of
the garments. The slight predominance of factory-made garments in Table 2 is likely to be a
factor of the sample rather than the norm for the time. Major fibres in six of the garments are
unknown. Identification of the fibres by any destructive techniques was not an option therefore
these garments have unidentifed fibre types. Table 3 indicates that natural fibres (cotton, linen,
silk and wool) still predominated in the 1950s. Fabric types are shown in Table 4, the
predominant fabric being plain weave (n=96, 44.2%). Tables 5 to 10 provide information about
garment bodices. Presented is the bodice shape, position of openings, types of closures and
position of sleeve insertion.
Tables 11 and 12 provide data relating to the waistline fit and skirt shapes. In Table 11 waistline
fit is generally semi-fitted (n=88, 40.6%) or unfitted (n=87, 40.1%). This predominance of
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tennis suit,t08~1 waistcoat












Distribution of garment types with in the study sample, n =217.
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TABLE 2
Distribution of garment producers within the collection sample.
Maker Number of garments Proportion of sample
Dressmaker made 21 9.7%
Factory made 103 47.5%
Home made 93 42.9%
TABLE 3
Distribution of fibre type of the main fabric in the garments.







Polyester - Cotton blend 1 0.5%







Distribution of fabric types.
Main fabric type Number of garments Proportion of sample
Dobby 4 1.8%
Fancy Weave 39 18.0%
Jacquard 19 8.8%
Knit 12 5.5%
Machine Lace 2 1.0%
Modified Plain Weave 9 4.1%
Plain Weave 96 44.2%
Sateen 1 0.5%
Twill 20 9.2%
Unbalanced Plain Weave 13 6.0%
Unknown 2 1.0%
TABLE 5
Distribution of bodice shapes










Type of sleeve insertion.
Sleeve insertion position Number of garments Proportion of garments with
sleeves
Dropped shoulder 2 1.3%
In one with body 28 17.6%






Position of front bodice openings among those garments which had a front bodice
opening.
Position of front bodice Number of garments Proportion of garments with
opening front bodice opening
Centre front 68 60.7%
Left side 31 27.7%
Centre front & left side 8 7.1%
Other 5 4.5%
No front bodice opening 83
No front bodice 22
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TABLE 8
Distribution of presence of opening amongst garments with a back bodice.






Types of closures used for the front bodice.




Hooks & eyes 6 5.9%
Rouleaux 2 2.0%
Zipper - metal 31 30.7%
Zipper - nylon 10 9.9%
Garments with no front bodice 116
closure
Sixteen garments had two or more closures, so the proportions add to greater than 100%.
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TABLE 10
Types of closures used for the back bodice.
Number of garments =75.




Zipper - metal 34 45.3%
Zipper - nylon 34 45.3%
Other 1 1.3%
TABLE 11
Distribution of fit at the waistline.
Waistline fit Number of garments Proportion of garments with
waistline
Fitted 41 18.9%





Distribution of skirt shapes.





Flared below hip 1 0.5%
Full circle 4 1.9%
Slightly flared 43 20.2%
Slightly tappered 4 1.9%
Straight 108 50.7%




semi-fitted and unfitted styling is similar to that seen for the bodice in Table 5. The most
common skirt shape shown in Table 12 was straight (n=108, 50.7%), with the remainder evenly
distributed between flared (n=47, 22.1%), and slightly flared (n=43, 20.2%).
There is a predominance of semi-fitted (n=118, 60.8%) and unfitted (n=66, 34%) bodices as
shown in Table 5. The sleeve insertion position, of those garments with a sleeve, is generally
inset (n=113, 71.1%) (Table 6). In Table 7, no front bodice implies that it is a skirt. No front
bodice opening comprises dresses with a back opening (79.5%), dresses pulled over the head
(7.2%), tops with a back opening (6.0%), tops pulled over head ( 3.8%) and dresses or tops with
a keyhole neckline, or tennis suit with a back opening (1.2%). Left side openings are situated
under the left arm hole running vertically down the garment. Table 8 shows the presence or
absence of a back opening in the bodice with 38.5% (n=75) of the garments having a back
opening. Table 9 shows the types of front bodice closures present. Buttons were present in
58.4% (n= 59) of the garments with front bodice openings and zippers were present in 40.6%
(n= 41). Some garments had more than one closure, which results in the percentages adding to
greater than 100%. There is a marked predominance in the use of zippers to close the back
bodice found in Table 10 (n=68, 90.6%). Half of the zippers were metal and the other half
nylon.
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4.2 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN GARMENT CHARACTERISTICS
This section cross tabulates various garment characteristics. Cross tabulations provide insight
into relationships between characteristics, especially garment "style". These tables indicate that
some combinations of characteristics were much more common than others for this sample,
although some cell sizes are too small to be useful.
Characteristics presented are largely related to bodice style or waist fit. It is assumed that these
two basic characteristics provide adequate proxies for garment "styles" during the 1950s. The
silhouette of garments worn in the 1950s changed markedly, as discussed in chapter two. From
the characteristics studied here, bodice style and waist fit are likely to show silhouette changes
best. Waist fit is related to bodice style in Table 13. Generally the two indicators mirror each
other with two notable exceptions. A group of twenty-two garments with fitted waistline but no
bodice represents skirts. There is a further group of twenty-five garments with semi fitted bodice
and unfitted waistline.
Each table in this section provides data from all garments catalogued which have relevant
characteristics e.g. those having a bodice. Garments were included if they could be placed into
one of the rows and columns of each table. Each garment included appears at least once in the
table, but may be included several times if several columns are appropriate e.g. in Table 17, a
garment may have several front bodice closure types so is represented in several columns. In
each table the table total, shown in the bottom right cell, shows the sum of tabulated
characteristics. This may be greater than the number of garments tabulated due to multiple
appearances of garments.
The percentages tabulated in the body of each table show the proportion of each column's
characteristic for each row. The right hand side total column shows the number and proportion
of each row within the table. The bottom total row shows the number and proportion of each
column within the table.
Sleeve insertion position is related to bodice style in Table 14. For all bodice styles an inset
sleeve is predominant.
Front bodice openings and closures are presented together in Table 15. This table groups all
front bodice openings and closures, across all garments styles. Table 15 shows that bodices
with a centre front opening were likely to be closed with buttons (n=51, 70.8% of centre front
openings), and those with a left side opening were likely to be closed with a zipper (n=29,
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TABLE 13
Waistline fit versus bodice style
Number of garments =217
waistline fit




4 0 4 0 8
50.0% 50.0% 3.7%
Semi-fitted
13 0 80 25 118
11.0% 67.8% 21.2% 54.4%
Slightly flared 0 0 0 1 1
100.0% 0.5%
Straight
0 0 0 1 1
100.0% 0.5%
Unfitted
2 1 4 59 66
3.0% 1.5% 6.1% 89.4% 30.4%
No bodice
22 0 0 1 23
95.7% 4.3% 10.6%
Total
41 1 88 87 217
18.9% 0.5% 40.6% 40.1% 100%
TABLE 14
Position of sleeve insertion versus bodice style
Number of garments =159
position of sleeve insertion
Dropped In one In onewith Inset Raglan Other Total
Bodice




0 1 0 5 0 0 6
16.7% 83.3% 3.8%
Semi- 0 18 1 69 3 3 94
fitted 19.1% 1.1% 73.4% 3.2% 3.2% 59.1%
Slightly 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
flared 100% 0.6%
Straight
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Unfitted
2 9 0 38 6 3 58
3.4% 15.5% 65.5% 10.3% 5.2% 36.5%
Total
2 28 1 113 9 6 159
1.3% 17.6% 0.6% 71.1% 5.7% 3.8% 100%
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TABLE 15
Front bodice closure type versus front bodice opening position
Number of garments = 112
front bodice closure type
Bodice Buttons Domes Hooks Rouleaux Zipper - Zipper- None Total
opening & eyes metal nylon
position
Centre front
51 5 3 1 1 1 10 72
70.8% 6.9% 4.2% 1.4% 1.4% 1.4% 13.9% 55.4%
Centre front 6 4 1 1 6 0 0 18
& left side 33.3% 22.2% 5.6% 5.6% 33.3% 13.8%
Left side
0 2 1 0 22 7 0 32
6.3% 3.1% 68.8% 21.9% 24.6%
Other
2 0 1 0 2 2 1 8
25% 12.5% 25% 25% 12.5% 6.2%
Total
59 11 6 2 31 10 11 130
45.4% 8.5% 4.6% 1.5% 23.8% 7.7% 8.5% 100%
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90.7% of left side openings). An equivalent table for back bodice openings and closures is not
presented as there was insufficient variation to provide useful data. From Table 10 it is apparent
that over 90% of back bodice closures were zippers.
Tables 16 to 19 describe bodice openings and closures related to bodice style. Openings and
closures are shown separately for front and back. Only semi-fitted and unfitted styles provided
sufficient garments to establish trends. Garments with semi-fitted bodices had openings at
either the centre front or left side, which were generally closed with buttons or zippers. Half the
garments had a back bodice opening almost invariably closed with a zipper. Unfitted bodice
garments had centre front openings closed by buttons, and generally no back bodice openings,
though if present they were closed with zippers.
Tables 20 to 23 show bodice openings and closures related to waistline fit. As with bodice fit
only semi-fitted and unfitted styles provided sufficient garments to establish trends. Semi-fitted
waistlines have predominantly left side or centre front bodice openings or a combination of
these. The bodice opening is generally closed by a zipper or buttons. Around half the semi-
fitted waistline garments had a back bodice opening that was generally closed with a zipper.
Unfitted waistlines generally had a centre font bodice opening, closed with buttons, with a
quarter having a back bodice opening generally closed with a zipper.
Table 24 presents information relating manufacturer to garment type. It is evident that
manufacturers are represented in differing proportions for various garment types. For example,
the proportion of jackets and coats that are factory-made is higher (55.6% and 64.7%
respectively), than that for blouses (40%).
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TABLE 16
Front bodice opening position versus bodice style
Number of garments = 111
front bodice opening position




3 0 2 0 5
60.0% 40.0% 4.5%
Semi-fitted
25 7 25 4 61
41.0% 11.5% 41.0% 6.5% 55.0%
Slightly flared
1 0 0 0 1
100% 0.9%
Straight
0 0 0 0 0
Unfitted
38 1 4 1 44
86.4% 2.3% 9.1% 2.3% 39.6%
Total
67 8 31 5 111
60.4% 7.2% 27.9% 4.5% 100%
TABLE 17
Front bodice closure type versus bodice style
Number of garments = 101
front bodice closure type
Bodice




3 0 0 0 2 1 6
50.0% 33.3% 16.7% 5.2%
Semi-fitted
29 9 4 0 24 8 74
39.2% 12.2% 5.4% 32.4% 10.8% 61.7%
Slightly 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
flared 100.0%
Straight
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Unfitted
26 2 2 2 5 1 38
68.4% 5.3% 5.3% 5.3% 13.2% 2.6% 33.0%
Total
59 11 6 2 31 10 119
49.6% 9.2% 5.0% 1.7% 26.1% 8.4% 100%
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TABLE 18
Presence of back bodice opening versus bodice style
Number of garments = 194






















Back bodice closure type versus bodice style
Number of garments =75
back bodice closure type




0 0 1 1 0 2
50.0% 50.0% 2.7%
Semi-fitted
2 1 30 25 1 59
3.4% 1.7% 50.8% 42.4% 1.7% 78.7%
Slightly 0 0 a a 0 0
flared
Straight
0 0 0 a 0 0
Unfitted
3 0 3 8 a 14
21.4% 21.4% 57.1% 18.7%
Total
5 1 34 34 1 75
6.7% 1.3% 45.3% 45.3% 1.3% 100%
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TABLE 20
Front bodice opening position versus waistline fit
Number of garments = 112
front bodice opening position




3 0 3 0 6
50.0% 50.0% 5.4%
Self cased 1 0 0 0 1
drawstring 100% 0.9%
Semi-fitted
15 8 22 3 48
31.3% 16.7% 45.8% 6.3% 42.9%
Unfitted
49 0 6 2 57
86.0% 10.5% 3.5% 50.9%
Total
68 8 31 5 112
60.7% 7.1% 27.7% 4.5% 100%
TABLE 21
Front bodice closure type versus waistline fit
Number of garments = 101
front bodice closure type




3 0 0 0 2 1 6
50.0% 33.3% 16.7% 5.0%
self cased 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
drawstring 100% 0.8%
Semi-fitted
21 9 3 0 23 7 63
33.3% 14.3% 2.5% 36.5% 11.1% 52.9%
Unfitted
34 2 3 2 6 2 49
69.4% 4.1% 6.1% 4.1% 12.2% 4.1% 41.2%
Total
59 11 6 2 31 10 119
49.6% 9.2% 5.0% 1.7% 26.1% 8.4% 100%
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TABLE 22
Presence of back bodice opening versus waistline fit
Number of garments =195


















Back bodice closure type versus waistline fit
Number of garments =75
back bodice closure type




0 0 9 2 1 12
75.0% 16.7% 8.3% 16.0%
Self cased 0 0 0 0 0 0
drawstring
Semi-fitted
1 1 20 20 0 42
2.4% 2.4% 47.6% 47.6% 56.0%
Unfitted
4 0 5 12 0 21
19.0% 23.8% 57.1% 28.0%
Total
5 1 34 34 1 75
6.7% 1.3% 45.3% 45.3% 1.3% 100%
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TABLE 24
Manufacturer versus garment type
Number of garments = 217
Manufacturer
Dressmaker Factory made Home made Total
Garment Type
made
1 4 5 10
Blouse 10.0% 40.0% 50.0% 4.6%
3 11 3 17
Coat 17.6% 64.7% 17.6% 7.8%
9 55 54 118
Dress - day 7.6% 46.6% 45.8% 54.4%
5 9 9 23
Dress - formal 21.7% 39.1% 39.1% 10.6%
2 10 6 18
Jacket 11.1% 55.6% 33.3% 8.3%
1 10 11 22
Skirt 4.5% 45.5% 50.0% 10.1%
0 1 0 1
Tennis suit 100% 0.5%
0 3 3 6
Top 50% 50% 2.8%
0 0 2 2
Waistcoat 100% 0.9%
21 103 93 217
Total 9.7% 47.5% 42.9% 100%
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4.3 CHRONOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Chronological analysis was used to view trends and patterns over the time period studied. New
technologies such as synthetic fibres were introduced during the 1950s. It is therefore of
interest to contrast the data from the first part of the decade with that from the later part. The
date of introduction of new technologies into New Zealand may also be revealed by
chronological analysis. This information may assist in identifying more precise dates of
unknown garments.
Of the 221 garments catalogued eighty-one were able to be dated to within a year. These dated
garments were used in this stage of the analysis. There was a predominance of garments in the
dated sample from the later years of the decade, which reduced the potential power of this
analysis. Analysis was carried out by tabulating various characteristics of each dated garment
against the catalogue date. As with the previous section the percentages in the body of the
tables show the proportion of each characteristic within the garments for each year. With the
exception of Table 30 each of the eighty-one garments appears exactly once in each table in this
section.
All characteristics were investigated during the chronological analysis but most characteristics,
including fibre type, symmetry, sleeve insertion and body style, did not show any discernible
patterns. The characteristics that showed trends included opening position, closures, darts,
waistline position and fit, skirt shape and collar presence. (Tables 25 - 35 and Figure 6)
Trends for the fit of the garment through the waistline are shown in Table 26. The fit changes
from being fitted or semifitted (100%) from 1950 to 1952, through to semi fitted or unfitted
(94.7%) by 1958.to 1959. The incidence of unfitted garments at the end of the decade relates
well with the increase in fashionability of undefined waistlines for this period.
Table 27 shows the majority of garments had their waistlines either at the natural waistline
position (54.3%) or had an undefined waistline (39.5%). Undefined waistlines were not seen in
garments manufactured before 1953 and not common prior to 1958. The distribution of sleeve
lengths is shown in Table 28. The small sample of sleeves makes trends difficult to assess.
There is perhaps a trend towards full length sleeves developing over the decade. Table 29
shows the trend away from collars during the decade.
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TABLE 25
Bodice Style versus date
Fitted Semi-fitted Unfitted None Total
1950 0
1 0 0 1
100.0% 1.2%
1951 0 1 1 0 250.0% 50.0% 2.5%
1952 0 4 0 1 580.0% 20.0% 6.2%
1953
1 1 2 1 5




1955 1 2 0 0 333.3% 66.7% 3.7%
1956 1 7 3 1 128.3% 58.3% 25.0% 8.3% 14.8%
1957 0 6 3 2 1154.5% 27.3% 18.2% 13.6%
1958 0 13
12 1 26
50.0% 46.2% 3.8% 32.1%
1959 0
8 3 1 12
66.7% 25.0% 8.3% 14.8%
Total
3 46 24 8 81
3.7% 56.8% 29.6% 9.9% 100%
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TABLE 26
Waistline Fit versus Date
Fitted Semi-fitted Unfitted Total
1950 0 1 0 1100.0% 1.2%
1951 1 1 0 250.0% 50.0% 2.5%
1952 2 3 0 540.0% 60.0% 6.2%
1953 2 1 2 540.0% 20.0% 40.0% 6.2%
1954 2 2 0 450.0% 50.0% 4.9%
1955 0 3 0 3100.0% 3.7%
1956 0 10 2 1283.3% 16.7% 14.8%
1957 2 4 5 1118.2% 36.4% 45.5% 13.6%
1958 1 13 12 263.8% 50.0% 46.2% 32.1%
1959 1 3 8 128.3% 25.0% 66.7% 14.8%
Total
11 41 29 81
13.6% 50.6% 35.8% 100%
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TABLE 27
Waistline Position versus Date




1951 0 2 0 0 2100.0% 2.5%
1952 0 5 0 0 5100.0% 6.2%
1953 0 3 0 2 560.0% 40.0% 6.2%
1954 0 3 0 1 475.0% 25.0% 4.9%
0 3 0 0 31955 100.0% 3.7%
1956 0 6
2 4 12
50.0% 16.7% 33.3% 14.8%
1957 0 6 1 4
11
54.5% 9.1% 36.4% 13.6%
1958 1 11 0
14 26
3.8% 42.3% 53.8% 32.1%
0 5 0 7 121959 41.7% 58.3% 14.8%
Total
1 44 4 32 81
1.2% 54.3% 4.9% 39.5% 100%
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TABLE 28
Sleeve length versus Date
Full length 3/4 Short None Total
1950 0 0 1 0 11.2%
1951 0 0 1 1 250.0% 50.0% 2.5%
1952 0 1 2 2 520.0% 40.0% 40.0% 6.2%
1953 3 0 1 1 560.0% 20.0% 20.0% 6.2%
1954 0 0 2 2 450.0% 50.0% 4.9%
1955 1 0 2 0 333.3% 66.7% 3.7%
1956 2 3 6 1 1216.7% 25.0% 50.0% 8.3% 14.8%
1957 2 1 4 4 1118.2% 9.1% 36.4% 36.4% 13.6%
1958 3 11 7 5 2611.5% 42.3% 27.0% 19.2% 32.1%
1959 3 3 4 2 1225.0% 25.0% 33.3% 16.7% 14.8%
Total
14 19 30 18 81
17.3% 23.4% 37.0% 22.2% 100%
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TABLE 29
Collar Presence versus Date
No Yes Not Applicable Total
1950 1 0 0
1
100.0% 1.2%




1953 1 3 1 520.0% 60.0% 20.0% 6.2%
1954 2 1 1 450.0% 25.0% 25.0% 4.9%




1957 5 4 2 1145.5% 36.4% 18.2% 13.6%
17 8 1 261958 65.4% 30.8% 3.8% 32.1%
1959 6
5 1 12
50.0% 41.7% 8.3% 14.8%
Total
33 41 7 81
40.7% 50.6% 8.6% 100%
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The most popular varieties of darts on the front bodice over the decade were waist to bust
(34.7%) and side seam to bust (41.3%). In 1958 and 1959 darts from the side seam towards
the bust were very popular (51.7%). These trends are illustrated in Table 30.
The majority of skirts over this decade were either straight (48.1%), slightly flared (23.5%) or
flared (24.7%). Flared skirts were more important at the start of the decade. Over the decade
slightly flared and straight skirts increased in popularity and importance within this sample, see
Table 31.
Openings are tabulated in Tables 32, 33, 34 and 35. Front openings in the dated sample
garments from early in the 1950s (1950 to 1953) were generally either left side (30.8%) or centre
front (CF) (30.8%), with a further 30.8% of garments having no front opening. In this sample at
least, it became more common for garments to have no front opening during the decade. From
1957 there were catalogued occurences of combined centre front and left side openings. That
is a centre front opening, with buttoned closure, and an opening under the left armhole, closed
with a zipper. It is evident that not having a back bodice opening (59.5%) was more common
than having a back bodice opening (40.5%) over the decade. Centre back skirt openings
become common from about 1956 and increased in popularity from then. "None" refers to those
garments that were dated but that had no skirt.
Nylon zippers were not evident until 1956 after which they became a common means of
fastening. The frequency of occurrence of this and other fastenings are shown in Figure 6. In
this figure side openings have been included with front openings to reduce the complexity of the
data. The position and type of all closures on the bodice and/or skirt of each garment have been
included, and are vertically aligned in the year of garment manufacture.
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TABLE 30
Front Bodice Darts versus Date
Armhole to Neck to Sideseam Waist to Other Total
bust bust to bust bust
1950
0 0 0 1 0 1
100.0% 1.3%
1951
0 0 0 1 0 1
100.0% 1.3%
1952
0 0 1 1 0 2
50.0% 50.0% 2.7%
1953
0 0 1 1 1 3
33.3% 33.3% 33.3% 4.0%
1954
0 0 2 3 0 5
40.0% 60.0% 6.7%
1955
1 0 0 1 1 3
33.3% 33.3% 33.3% 4.0%
1956
1 0 3 4 4 12
8.3% 25.0% 33.3% 33.3% 16.0%
1957
1 1 2 1 1 6
16.7% 16.7% 33.3% 16.7% 16.7% 8.0%
1958
1 1 16 9 3 30
3.3% 3.3% 53.3% 30.0% 10.0% 40.0%
1959
0 0 6 4 2 12
50.0% 33.3% 16.7% 16.0%
Total
4 2 31 26 12 75
5.3% 2.7% 41.3% 34.7% 16.0% 100%
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TABLE 31
Skirt Shape versus Date
Flared Full circle Slightly Straight Swing None Total
flared back
1950
1 0 0 0 0 0 1
100.0% 1.2%
1951
0 0 0 2 0 0 2
100.0% 2.5%
1952
3 1 1 0 0 0 5
60.0% 20.0% 20.0% 6.2%
1953
3 0 0 1 1 0 5
60.0% 20.0% 20.0% 6.2%
1954
1 0 1 2 0 0 4
25.0% 25.0% 50.0% 4.9%
1955
2 0 1 0 0 0 3
66.7% 33.3% 3.7%
1956
5 0 3 4 0 0 12
41.7% 25.0% 45.5% 14.8%
1957
2 0 4 5 0 0 11
18.2% 36.4% 45.5% 13.6%
1958
2 0 6 18 0 0 26
7.7% 23.1% 69.2% 32.1%
1959
1 0 3 7 0 1 12
8.3% 25.0% 58.3% 8.3% 14.8%
Total
20 1 19 39 1 1 81
24.7% 1.2% 23.5% 48.1% 1.2% 1.2% 100%
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TABLE 32
Front Bodice Openings versus Date
Centre Centre Left side Other None Total
front front & left
side
1950
0 0 0 0 1 1
100.0% 1.2%
1951
1 0 0 0 1 2
50.0% 50.0% 2.5%
1952
0 0 3 1 1 5
60.0% 20.0% 20.0% 6.2%
1953
3 0 1 0 1 5
60.0% 20.0% 20.0% 6.2%
1954
1 0 1 0 2 4
25.0% 25.0% 50.0% 4.9%
1955
2 0 1 0 0 3
66.7% 33.3% 3.7%
1956
3 0 1 0 8 12
25.0% 8.3% 66.7% 14.8%
1957
5 1 3 0 2 11
45.5% 9.2% 27.3% 28.2% 13.6%
1958
7 2 2 0 15 26
26.9% 7.7% 7.7% 57.7% 32.1%
1959
4 1 0 0 7 12
33.3% 8.3% 58.3% 14.8%
Total
26 4 12 1 38 81
28.6% 4.9% 14.8% 1.2% 46.9% 100%
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TABLE 33
Back Bodice Openings versus Date
No Yes None Total
1950 0 1 0 1100% 1.2%
1951 2 0 0 2100% 2.5%
1952 4 0 1 580.0% 20.0% 6.2%
1953 4 0 1 580.0% 20.0% 6.2%
1954 2 1 1 450.0% 25.0% 25.0% 4.9%
1955 3 0 0 3100% 3.7%
1956 4 8 0 1233.3% 66.7% 14.8%
1957 9 0 2 1181.8% 18.2% 13.6%
1958 11 14 1 2642.3% 53.8% 3.8% 32.1%
1959 5 6 1 1241.7% 50.0% 8.3% 14.8%
Total
44 30 7 81
54.3% 37.0% 8.6% 100%
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TABLE 34
Front Skirt Openings versus Date
Centre Centre Left side Other None Total
front front & left
side
1950
0 0 0 0 1 1
100.0% 1.2%
1951
1 0 0 0 1 2
50.0% 50.0% 2.5%
1952
0 0 3 1 1 5
60.0% 20.0% 20.0% 6.2%
1953
1 0 2 0 2 5
20.0% 40.0% 40.0% 6.2%
1954
2 0 1 0 1 4
50.0% 25.0% 25.0% 4.9%
1955
1 0 0 0 2 3
33.3% 66.7% 3.7%
1956
3 0 1 0 8 12
25.0% 8.3% 66.7% 14.8%
1957
5 0 5 0 1 11
45.5% 45.5% 9.1% 13.6%
1958
5 0 6 0 15 26
19.2% 23.1% 57.7% 32.1%
1959
3 0 1 0 8 12
25.0% 8.3% 66.7% 14.8%
Total
21 0 19 1 40 81
25.9% 23.5% 1.2% 49.4% 100%
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TABLE 35
Back Skirt Openings versus Date
No Yes Total
0 1 11950 100.0% 1.2%
2 0 21951 100.0% 2.5%
5 0 51952 100.0% 6.2%
5 0 51953 100.0% 6.2%
3 1 41954 75.0% 25.0% 4.9%
3 0 31955 100.0% 3.7%
5 7 121956 41.7% 58.3% 14.8%
11 0 111957 100.0% 13.6%
15 11 261958 57.7% 42.3% 32.1%
6 6 121959 50.0% 50.0% 14.8%
55 26 81
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Block clustering was performed using only the dated garments from the sample catalogued
(n=81). Five distinct clusters were found using the characteristics defined in the previous
chapter (Figure 7a and b): Each cluster is a group of garments showing several common
characteristics. Each cluster has been named using the dominant character or symbol within
the cluster, there is no further meaning to the name. Within some clusters, groups of other
symbols appear which suggests subgroups of a few garments with additional commonality.
Figure 7b explains the pattern of presence or absence of a characteristic for each symbol
appearing in the table.
Cluster B garments are nearly all skirts, except for one dress from the start of the decade. B
garments are distinguished by fitted waistlines and the absence of inset sleeves, semi-fitted
waistlines and bodices, and front and back bodice openings.
Cluster + garments have left side bodice openings, a metal zipper for a front bodice closure, a
flared skirt, and short sleeves (See Figure 8). Examining the blank cells it is evident all +
garments also had a semi-fitted waistline, and all bar one had a semi fitted bodice.
The largest cluster, the - garments, included twenty-two of the eighty-one dated garments. They
are defined by having a back bodice opening, no front bodice opening and a straight skirt. A
representative garment is shown in Figure 9. They also did not have a fitted bodice, and all bar
one had a waistline that was not fitted. Apart from this one garment, all garments in this cluster
were from the later half of the 1950s.
Cluster. garments have unfitted bodices and waistlines with straight skirts. The opening in the
bodice is situated at the centre front.
Cluster A garments have bodice front openings at the centre front and the closures are buttons.
The sleeves are long and the bodice is not semi-fitted. They do not have straight skirts (from
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day dress 1957 201 1 G G 1
day dress 1950 190 0 0 0 0 1
day dress 1959 121 1 0 0 J J 0 0
day dress 1951 155 B - B J J B B B
skirt 1959 852/2 B B B B B B
skirt 1957 159 B - B B B B B
skirt 1958 172 2/2 B - B B B B B B
skirt 1957 86 B = = B B B B B
skirt 1953 472/2 G G B B B B B
skirt 1952 110 G G B B B B B
skirt 1954 216 G G B B B B B
form.dress 1952 46 + + 1 B + + + B 1 0 B B
day dress 1956 219 0 0 E E 1 E + + + J J -
day dress 1956 232 0 0 E E E E + + + -
day dress 1953 102 + + 0 E E E + + +
day dress 1954 170 + + 0 + 0
day dress 1958 181 + + 0 + 0 +
day dress 1958 2301/2 + 0 1 0 + 0
day dress 1952 223 + + G G 0 +
form.dress 1952 104 + 0 1 + + +
day dress 1957 111 + + + + +
day dress 1956 205 + + 1 + + + 0
day dress 1955 206 + 0 1 + + +
coat 1959 45 C K K C C C
coat 1957 70 C K K C C C
top 1958 163 C 0 C C C
day dress 1958 177 C 1 C C C
acket 1958 2302/2 C C C C
acket 1958 1721/2 1
day dress 1953 187 1 1
day dress 1957 114 I I I 1 0
blouse 1958 167 0 E E E I I = = I
day dress 1958 58 F = = - F
day dress 1958 132 F - F
day dress 1958 97 K K 1 - - F
too 1958 178 1 K K 1 = = -
FIGURE 7
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day dress 1958 61 1 - H H - H
day dress 1956 96 1 - H H - H
day dress 1959 88 1 - H H - - H
day dress 1959 209 1 H H H
day dress 1959 229 1 = = H H - H
day dress 1959 124 F H H - H
tennis s, 1958 212 G G a F
form.dress 1956 214 1 K K - F
form.dress 1958 59 F - - F
day dress 1958 63 1 1 a
form.dress 1959 1712/2 1 - - 1
day dress 1958 189 1 - - - 1
day dress 1956 234 1 - - 1
form.dress 1956 100 1 = = - - 1
form.dress 1958 49 M M = =
=
-
day dress 1956 210 1/2 M M = = -
dav dress 1958 213 M M a = = -
form.dress 1958 65 M M -
form.dress 1958 207 M M a E E - -
day dress 1958 231 M M E E E -
day dress 1956 198 E E E E 1
form.dress 1954 150 E E E E 1 N N
acket 1953 471/2 1 1 A A AI N A N
day dress 1958 72 A A A A
coat 1957 84 A A A A
acket 1959 851/2 A A A A
coat 1957 87 A A A A A
coat 1953 154 A A a A A
coat 1956 93 a 1 A A C C C A
acket 1956 210 2/2 K K G A A A 1
blouse 1956 217 a A a = = A J J
acket 1955 55 1 A A = = A A
day dress 1957 76 I I = = I
day dress 1954 146 a a I = = I
blouse 1958 165 I I = = I
form.dress 1955 92 1 I I I
day dress 1951 156 0 I I 0 I
day dress 1958 160 L L 0 1 0
day dress 1958 208 1 L L 1 J J
day dress 1957 41 1 1 a = = H H a
day dress 1959 120 1 1 1 = =
day dress 1952 182 1 1 = =
dav dress 1957 191 1 1 a = =
acket 1959 44 C 1 = = C C C
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~ 0 bodice front opening left side
~ 0 bodice front closure metal zipper
0 bodice fitted
0 bodice front closure dome
0 bodice front closure nylon zipper
0 bodice back closure button
~ 0 bodice front opening centre front & left side
~ ~ ~ 0 sleeve length medium
~ ~ 0 bodice back closure metal zipper
~ 0 sleeve in one with body
0 0 ~ sleeve none
0 00 0 0 ~ sleeve inset
0 ~ ~ ~ 0 skirt flared
~ ~ ~ 0 sleeve length short
~ ~ 0 bodice front closure buttons
~ 0 sleeve length long
~ 0 skirt slightly fiared
~ 00 ~ ~ 0 skirt straight
~ ~ ~ o ~ 0 bodice front opening centre front
~ ~ ~ 0 waistline unfitted
0 0 00 o ~ waistline semi-fitted
0 00 o~ bodice semi-fitted
~ ~ 0 bodice unfitted
~ ~ ~ 0 bodice front no opening
~ 0 ~ 0 bodice back opening
~ ~ 0 waistline fitted
~ ~ 0 bodice back closure nylon zipper
FIGURE 8
Example of garment from block cluster + [EC184.46]
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FIGURE 9
Example of garment from block cluster - [EC184.65]
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4.5 CHARACTERISATION OF GARMENT ALTERATIONS
Of the 217 garments in the sample, ninety-six had some form of alteration, and of these thirty-
six had multiple alterations. The alterations have been grouped into five categories. Figure 10
shows the distribution of alterations within these categories.
The following alterations were observed:
hems- let down, taken up, resewn
seams- let out, taken in, resewn, side splits added
closures- zips replaced, buttons moved, openings shifted
waistline- taken in, let out, shortened, resewn, belt loops mended
other- overdyeing, mending of fabric, darts let out and added, sleeves altered, removal
of pieces, addition of pieces, alteration to vent
There is a preponderance of hem and seam alterations, seen in forty-four and thirty-one




















5.1 FIBRE AND FABRIC TYPES
5.1.1 Fibres
Women's daywear within this sample from the 1950s was still predominantly constructed with
fibres from natural sources, with cotton, wool and linen making up just under 70% of main
fibres. Table 3 shows that about 20% (n=37) of the garments had as their major fabric factory-
made fibre compositions. The majority of the factory-made fibres were either nylon or rayon, the
two oldest commercially viable man made fibre types. Garments with other factory made fibre
types account for under 10% (n=11). Within the dated garments other fibre types, such as
polyester and acrylic, were first seen in 1958. Five of the garments were able to be precisely
dated by knowing what fibre type made up the garment. Polyester, for example, was not
commercially produced in the United States of America until 1953, and more importantly as far
as New Zealand was concerned, in Britain until 1955.
Three of the 217 garments studied had blended fibre types. The three garments were all factory
made and dated in the late 1950s. The fact that these garments were made from blended fibres
helped further narrow down the dating for one of the garments (Sichel, 1979). The factory made
origin of these garments may indicate that only factories were able to source fabrics of blended
fibres at this time in New Zealand. The sample is too small, however, to place much emphasis
on this point.
5.1.2 Fabrics
Plain weave fabrics accounted for 44% (n=96) of the garments' main fabrics in the sample
studied. The construction of plain weave fabric is the least complicated of all woven fabrics
which helps keep the cost of its production down. Plain weave fabric is therefore desirable for
everyday clothing such as is found in this collection. It also makes a low cost, relatively flat
medium on which to print. During the 1950s prints such as the Asher inspired large floral prints
(Mendes and Hinchcliffe, 1987) were common, and several examples were found within the
sample studied (see Figure 11). Of the 217 garments in the study sixty-four were printed,





Only twelve garments had knitted fabrics for their main fabric type (Table 4). Four of the twelve
are dated in the late 1950s and the remaining eight are dated as 1950s. The trend for knit
fabrics during the 1950s certainly did not establish itself until the end of the decade as indicated
by the increased number of people who were being employed in the knitting sector at the end of
the 1950s (Mardle, 1957).
5.2 STYLES AND SHAPES THROUGH THE 1950s
A clear association was observed between the studied garments and general women's fashions
that were occurring in the western world at the time.
5.2.1 Bodice and Waistline Fit
A strong continuation of style of fit of garments through the torso region can be seen in Table
13, especially for unfitted and semi fitted garments. Garments with an unfitted bodice had 89%
probability of having an unfitted waistline (n=59), and 68% (n=80) of garments with a semi-fitted
bodice have a semi-fitted waistline. Garments with a fitted bodice were divided evenly between
having a fitted waistline or having a semi-fitted waistline. There is a strong similarity between
Tables 25 and 26 which show bodice style and waistline fit versus date. The large number of
garments with unfitted (n=66) and semi fitted (n=118) bodices (Table 5), could be attributed to
the sample being skewed towards the later years of the decade. In fashion terms, fitted
garments were likely to have been more common at the start of the decade, but there were
insufficient garments in this sample to substantiate this. Semi-fitted garments are more
practical to wear for everyday activities, so although fitted garments were popular within high
fashion people may have been reluctant to wear them (Partington, 1992). There are more fitted
waistlines (n=41), mainly due to the number of skirts with a fitted waistline (Table 11).
Undefined and unfitted waistlines were observed to appear from about 1956 (see Tables 26 and
27). This trend coincided with the introduction of tunic style dresses (Sichel, 1979). Unfitted
bodices also became more common from this time. The most common position for the waistline
was at the natural position throughout the decade (54%, n=44).
Designers had an impact on specific style applications within a fashion, and style lines were
based around specific features. For example Dior's A and Y lines from 1955 were achieved
through manipulating the body silhouette and fabric of the garments to approximate the shape of
their letter namesakes. The A shape was tight at the top, including tight fitting inset sleeves,
and flared at the bottom, whereas the Y shape was balanced with full dolman sleeves and
tapered skirts (Sichel, 1979). There is little evidence in this collection of pure A or Y line
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garments, presumably because these garments were restricted to high fashion in New Zealand.
Unfitted sack dresses are of more interest in this collection than high fashion styles. Once sack
dresses became the vogue towards the end of the decade the three quarter length sleeve was
seen to become more popular (see Table 28). This is understandable as Balenciaga introduced
both the sack dress and the three quarter length sleeve to the fashion world (Sichel, 1979), and
his use of both styles was frequently combined.
5.2.2 Sleeves
From the small sample available from the beginning of the 1950s it appears that short sleeves
were popular during this time period. It is possible that sleeve lengths in this sample were
influenced by the season in which the garments were expected to be worn. No attempt has
been made to control for seasonal variation within this study.
By far the most common type of sleeve insertion found in sleeved garments was inset (71%,
n=113), the next most common type was where the sleeve was a continuation of the bodice
pieces (18%, n=28) (Table 6). Table 14 shows the inset sleeve was most commonly found in
fitted garments (83%, n=5) and semi-fitted garments (73%, n=69), though still common in
unfitted garments (66%, n=38). There is a broader range of sleeve insertion styles for unfitted
garments as compared to fitted garments. This may be attributable to the increased range of
style options available by the end of the 1950s when unfitted garments were becoming more
common, and the increased variety in fabric types, e.g. knits. The alternative fabric types may
have meant that other insertion methods were more appropriate than the traditional inset sleeve.
5.2.3 Collars
Table 29 showed the increasing popularity of havinq no collar, particularly from 1956. This
relates to the emergence of the tunic and sack dresses in 1956 and 1957 (Sichel, 1979). From
the mid-1950s Chanel's classic suits and cardigan jackets without collars were also being re-
established. Types of collars seen with in this sample include shirt, shawl, rolled, peter pan,
standing and tie, all of which had been popularised by the major designers.
5.2.4 Darts
Bust darts originated generally from the side seam by the end of the decade (Table 30), as this
helped define the shaping of the bodice front without breaking the line of the front. This
coincided with the introduction of the sack dresses which were generally very plain in the front
(Sichel, 1979). Armhole to bust darts also appeared during the last half of the decade for similar
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reasons. Waist to bust darts were consistently seen in small numbers throughout the decade.
Darts in this direction tend to be utilised in more tailored or fitting garments which were common
as fashion items at the start of the 1950s, but less so by the end of the 1950s. The presence in
the collection of these darts throughout the decade could be a reflection of the collection as a
costume collection rather than a fashion repository. People are inclined to wear garments that
they are comfortable with both physically and psychologically, which may mean garments and
styles that are familiar to the wearer, rather than the latest fashion being slavishly copied.
5.2.5 Skirt Shapes
The variety of skirt shapes catalogued covered a very wide range of shapes, both symmetrical
and assymetrical (swingback), close fitting to the body (tapered) and very flared (full circle)
(Table 12). The extent of variation coincides with the wide range of styles available to the
consumer throughout the decade, although some of these styles would not have been
considered as typically mainstream and would therefore have had a more limited useable life
span in the fashion sense. In general the shape of skirts was seen to alter over the decade
(see Table 31) from flared at the start to straight by the end of the decade. This can be related
back to the different shapes fashionable at the time. Flared skirts, popular at the beginning of
the decade turned into a mixture of straight and slightly flared garments by the end of the
decade (Sichel,1979).
5.3 OPENINGS AND CLOSURES
Tables 32 and 33 show the change in opening position through the decade moving from the left
side at the start of the decade to no opening, left side and centre front combination, or back
opening by the end. This corresponds to the needs of the silhouettes used over this time period.
At the beginning of the decade the silhouette was for large busts, small waists and large hips
(Bond, 1981). The side opening helped with moulding the garment to the body, more so than
was achievable with centre front openings. By the end of the decade the sack-like silhouette
originally introduced by Balenciaga (Sichel, 1979), was felt to be less cluttered without visible
openings at the front, therefore openings were often found in the centre back (Table 33).
Tables 7 and 8 illustrate that openings in the sample collection are more common in the front
compared with the back. In most cases front and back openings were mutually exclusive.
Openings and closures tend to be required in a garment primarily for functional purposes, but
are often placed to achieve styling goals. Once an opening is situated either in the front or back
there is generally no functional need for the opposing opening.
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The distribution of back openings for different garment fits are tabulated in Tables 18 and 22.
Most unfitted garments did not have a back opening (79% of unfitted bodices (n=52), 76% of
unfitted waistlines (n=66)). Shirtwaisters were commonly unfitted garments within this sample.
Together with coats these account for the majority of front openings within the unfitted
garments. Approximately half of the garments with semi-fitted waistlines or bodices did not
have back openings. The fitted case is complex as several garments are fitted at the waist but
not in the bodice. Of those garments with a fitted bodice 25% (n=8) had a back opening, while
of those garments with a fitted waistline 63% (n=19) had a back opening.
Closure preference for the bodice differs between the front and back. From Table 9 it can be
seen that front closures are predominantly buttons (58%, n=59) and zippers (41%, n=41),
compared with the back (Tables 10, 19 and 23) where 91% (n=68) of the closures are zippers
and only 7% (n=5) are buttons. Position of openings shows a relationship with the variety of
closure used. Table 15 clearly illustrates that a centre front opening will most likely be closed by
buttons, whereas a left side opening is most likely closed by a zipper, usually metal (this style is
more likely at the start of the decade prior to nylon zippers being available). The combination of
centre front and left side openings shows an even proportion of both types of closures. The
original data indicates that the front opening used buttons and the side openings used zippers.
The use of zippers camouflages the opening, thereby helping to continue a seemingly
uninterrupted surface as was the intention when designing garments with these closures.
Buttons are frequently a feature of a garment drawing attention to the opening and making it a
focal point.
Tables 17 and 21 show that semi-fitted garments were generally fastened in the front by either
zippers or buttons. These fastenings were generally buttons if situated at the centre front and at
the side were generally zippers (from reference to original data). In comparison unfitted
garments were predominantly closed by buttons (approximately 70% (n=26) ) and the openings
were predominantly situated at the centre front (refer Tables 16 and 20). Shirtwaisters, which
became common from 1957, were notable for their use of centre front openings closed with
buttons (Sichel, 1979). Of the sample group thirty-four garments can be classified as
shirtwaisters.
Fastenings showed the expected emergence of nylon zippers, which were first seen in this
collection in 1956 (Figure 6). Considering that nylon zippers first appeared internationally in
1955 this is a rapid adoption of the new technology in New Zealand. Importation of items such
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as nylon zippers was clearly not subjected to strict regulation as were other items, for example
cotton and linen sewing threads, elastics, plain tape, tailors' lining materials and cotton, silk, and
artifical silk yarns (Department of Statistics, 1958). Thirteen of the garments looked at were
able to be dated more accurately by their inclusion of nylon zippers. Care had to be taken
however to determine that zippers had not been added at a later date, as was the case in at
least two garments where very obvious alterations had occurred. Of the forty-four garments with
nylon zippers twenty-two were home made, twenty-one were factory-made, and one was dress
maker made. The dated garments show that factory-made garments were the first to include
these innovative zippers but the inclusion within home-made garments quickly followed within a
year.
5.4 BLOCK CLUSTER ANALYSIS
The block cluster analysis revealed five clusters of garments. The characteristics of each
cluster are discussed in turn.
Cluster B garments are predominantly skirts, except for one dress. All dated skirts fell into
cluster B. The cluster was defined by fitted waistlines, and the absence of inset sleeves, semi-
fitted waistlines and bodices, and front and back bodice openings. These characteristics are
implicit for a skirt. The skirt shapes varied from flared to straight with a tendency towards
straight later in the decade. Not evident from the cluster variables, all skirt lengths were below
knee but above mid calf, as was common place during the decade.
Garments in the + cluster are characterised by left side bodice openings, closed with a metal
zipper, a flared skirt, and short sleeves. All + garments also had a semi-fitted waistline, and all
bar one had a semi fitted bodice. Dresses from earlier in the decade tended to fall into this
cluster. The garments within this cluster are typical of the Dior inspired 'New Look' dresses that
were popular in the early 1950s.
The - garments makeup the largest cluster, having twenty-two of the eighty-one dated garments.
They are defined by having a back bodice opening, no front bodice opening and a straight skirt.
They also did not have a fitted bodice, and all except one had a waistline that was not fitted.
These garments were predominantly from the second half of the decade. This type of styling is
reminiscent of the Balenciaga inspired sack dresses that were introduced in 1957. This
suggests rapid acceptance of this style in New Zealand.
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Together the + cluster and the - cluster represent most of the dated dresses. The + cluster
tends to represent the first half of the decade, while the - cluster represents the later part of the
decade. Comparing these two groups provides some insight into style changes through the
1950s. Bodice closures were metal zippers situated on the left side in the + group (early
1950s), but a back opening closed with a variety of closures in the - group. Skirt shape changed
from flared in the + group to straight in the - group. Sleeves were exclusively short in the +
group, but were varied in the - group. Large floral patterns that were common in the early +
group had almost disappeared in the later - group. Internationally large florals were common at
the start of the decade (Mendes and Hinchcliffe, 1987), followed by a time of plainer fabrics
during the time of the sack-dresses popularity. Skirt length tended to be shorter in the later -
group. In many instances the skirt length had been altered which may be attributable to the
dresses also being worn into the 1960s.
The. cluster is a diverse group mainly characterised by unfitted bodices and waistlines with
straight skirts. Most of these garments were from circa 1958, one exception being from 1953.
These garments may illustrate local application of international trends towards unfitted styling to
a range of garment styles. For example coats that were designed to be worn with sack-dresses
needed to be unfitted in order to accomodate the dress beneath.
Cluster A garments have bodice front openings at the centre front, with button closures, long
sleeves, and an unfitted or fitted bodice. They do not have straight skirts. This cluster group is
predominantly coats, and jackets, with one day dress and a blouse. During the 1950s button
closures on coats and jackets were predominant.
This discussion reveals that of the five clusters, one is specifically skirts, another is
predominantly coats and jackets, leaving only three providing non-obvious differential
information. Of these three the + and - groups provided good differentiation of same typed
garments, that is dresses. To enhance the value of the block cluster analysis it could be used to
differentiate sub-groups from a group of same-typed garments. In this case additional dresses
could be catalogued and entered into the analysis.
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5.5 ALTERATIONS
Many garments within the sample group had been altered, ninety-six of 217 studied. Multiple
alterations were seen in thirty-six garments. Generally alterations appear to have been
completed in the home environment. The quality of alterations was low. There are many
examples of uneven stitching, hemming, and puckers and tucks being inserted into places
where they do not normally occur in garments. Frequently the colour matching of thread to the
fabric or the original thread was poor. In some cases there are three or more different coloured
threads involved in an alteration, which could indicate completion over a period of time, haste
and expediency. The nature of alterations, mostly in the hem and seam (see Figure 8), and
mostly completed at home, paint a picture of 1950s clothing maintenance. The prevailing
climate of "do it yourself" mentality, lack of alternatives, or belief that they were adequately
skilled, meant that the consumer frequently tackled simple tasks such as hem and seam
alterations. More complex tasks might require professional help so were infrequently
undertaken. Complex alterations (eg. replacing broken zip, adding side panels) tended to be
necessary for further use of the garment. Complex cosmetic or styling changes were rarely
noted. Alterations could be as major as a complete remake of a garment. According to Alva M.
(personal communication, February 1999) this was usually called 'making down' and entailed
making the clothes smaller to fit a child or adolescent. This process was a continuation of the
"make do" philosophy instilled during the two World Wars and the depression of the 1930s.
During the 1950s it was possible to take garments to alteration services (eg. Dress Sundries,
Christchurch) or community dressmakers and have the garments altered (Alva M. personal
communication, February 1999). The majority of people would not use this service for every day
clothing but would more likely avail themselves for tailored garments. Many people would
realise that they lacked the skills to alter a complex tailored garment, and may also have been
unwilling to risk home modifications to an expensive garment.
5.6 FACTORY MADE VERSUS DRESS MAKER MADE VERSUS HOME MADE
Although no documentation was found on the quantity of garments made at home in New
Zealand during the 1950s, the studied garments suggest the quantity was high. Table 2 shows
42.9% of the garments studied were home-made and 9.7% were dressmaker made. Combined,
over half the garments in this sample were potentially being produced outside the mass
production arena. This sheds new light on possible confounding factors, modifying the results of
the statistics produced for the literature review which dealt only with imports and factory
manufactured garments (see Figure 4c). It possibly makes imported clothing at this time even
less significant, although much of the fabric would be imported.
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The degree of difficulty in production of a garment seems to have some bearing on who
produced it (Table 24). Coats are the most obvious example, with only 17.8% being home
made, compared to all other garment types, where at least 33% were home made. Possible
reasons for the difference include restricted access to appropriate coat fabrics in retail outlets,
the perceived level of necessary skill to produce such garments, and the need to produce
garments without wasting precious resources, therefore using someone with known skills in the
area or purchasing premade garments. The production of formal dresses shows a requirement
by some people to have their garments made by dressmakers (22%, n=5), the highest
percentage for any garment type, with the average being 9.7%. A possible requirement for high
quality and individualism in formal dresses, or not wanting to waste expensive fabric were
reasons for utilising a dressmaker's honed skills.
There was notable variation in the standard of manufacture observed in this study between the
three groups. The highest quality of production was attributed to dressmaker/tailors, a good
example of that is EC184.182 shown in Figure 12. The construction and detail on this garment is
finely crafted, although with it having been poorly stored in a box with many other garments it is
now badly creased. It has features such as a hidden zipper, double jetted pockets, rondels and
pleats, all beautifully produced.
The middle quality standard of manufacture was seen in the factory produced garments, and the
lowest standard of construction was attributable to the home dressmaker. Factory techniques
differed from the dressmaker/ tailoring skills in the quantity of machine constructed parts to a
garment, the simplification of traditionally tailored processes to fit the mass producing set up in a
factory, and the finishing detail. The actual standard of workmanship was high. However, there
was some overlap in quality standards, with dressmaking skills of the home dressmaker varying
dramatically. Home dressmakers ranged from highly skilled and competent (completing difficult
and intricate tasks with competence, and providing a high level of finishing detail), through to
barely adequate for holding the fabric together in an object that resembles a garment. A part of
this variation in skill level can be attributed to the variation of knowledge of dressmaking in the
community. According to V. Congdon (personal communication, February 1999) dressmaking
skills were learnt at school by young girls. If they somehow slipped through the system without
learning such skills then there were night courses which could be taken at institutions such as
technical colleges and a few private establishments (such as The Hollywood School of
Dressmaking, Singer, London and Smalls in Christchurch). During the 1950s there were a large





were termed as 'friendly' dressmakers (Pauline G. personal communication, February 1999).
These were women who had some garment construction skills and who didn't mind sewing for
others. They might not even have charged for it. These women fall under the home dressmaker
category rather than dressmaker category as the equipment available is likely to have been of
domestic standard and most would not have 'dressmaker' training, such as having served
apprenticeships or worked in a workroom that taught and used dressmaking skills.
An example of a low quality constructed garment is shown in Figure 13, a garment with poorly
sewn seams, poor manipulation of the fabric and incorrect tension on the sewing machine that
stitched the garment.
According to V. Congdon (personal communication, February 1999) 1950s domestic sewing
machines were mostly very basic. She remembers in 1954 Singer bought into New Zealand a
machine called a semi-automatic Singer. It had both straight and zig-zag stitching capabilities. It
was the first time in New Zealand that domestic sewing machines had anything other than
straight stitching capabilities. Overlockers were not available for domestic use in the 1950s.
5.7 IS THE COLLECTION REPRESENTATIVE OF NEW ZEALAND WOMEN'S
CLOTHING IN THE 19505?
The goal of this study has been to look at a specific collection of 1950s New Zealand women's
wear, with an emphasis on daywear. Specifically excluded from this sample were
undergarments and accessories except where they were an integral part of an ensemble (such
as a belt that matched). The emphasis on daywear means the sample may not be
representative of the collection as a whole or of the full range of women's clothing worn in New
Zealand in the 1950s. The proportion of daywear found in this study can be seen in Figure 5 to
be 54% (n=118). Just over 10% (n=23) are formal dresses which include both eveningwear and
formal afternoon wear. Garments had been stored in boxes of roughly like garments (by era
and sex) by the museum. For this research boxes were chosen at random, and then worked
through until complete, discarding from the study any garments that did not fit into the loose
criteria, such as evening dresses and undergarments.
The Mollie Rodie MacKenzie collection as a whole is more representative of the full clothing





some biases within the MacKenzie collection. It is under represented in garments such as
undergarments, sleepwear, garments that were worn as house wear, and accessories that
completed a look (hats, shoes, gloves etc). This is not surprising considering the main collection
technique of acquiring garments in second hand clothing stores and donations from Mollie's
acquaintances. Many people will not donate undergarments, due to the slight taboo that
surrounds them, and undergarments are frequently worn until they reach the point at which
people throw them in the rubbish. House garments, those worn around the house for domestic
work, also tend to be worn until unusable and then possibly become rags. Garments that are
worn as best, such as tailored suits, formal or evening wear are generally not worn out to such a
stage. They may be considered undesirable or unfashionable well before they are worn out.
These are more likely to be kept in the back of the wardrobe until they are disposed of after
someone's death, or they are culled from the wardrobe when moving or at some other
opportune time. This collection has a predominance of this type of garment.
5.8 THE COLLECTION COMPARED WITH HIGH FASHION
The total collection contains within it many typical garments from the era studied. These
garments are modifications of garments that were first introduced to the public from the catwalk.
The fashions that were being produced for the general public in New Zealand, as in the United
Kingdom and USA, were not exactly the same as the high fashion items (Partington, 1992). The
garments tended to be simplified versions with fewer support structures, for example, boning
and padding in the New Look styles. The styles were also modified to fit in with lifestyles of the
wearer. There are many examples of this within the collection from throughout the decade.
EC184.102 shown in Figure 11 is a home-made dress from c.1953. It follows a ballerina style
which was common for the time reminiscent of Diors Corelle line introduced in 1947. It shows
very simple lines which achieve the general silhouette of broad bust, flared skirt and defined
waist without the boning and padding of the designer garments. According to A. Morgan
(personal communication, February 1999) the full skirts produced their extensive silhouette with
the aid of petticoats of nylon netting and buckram, sometimes starched, worn beneath.
From later in the decade Figure 14 shows EC184.82, a day dress with the common straight





There was a prevailing attitude in the 1950s amongst fashion designers that women should fit
into specific and separate categories: housewife who wore a shirt waister, or siren/glamorous
woman about town who dressed in New Look or tailored pencil slim suits. Women however, did
not necessarily accept these positions and mixed messages through their dress frequently.
Examples of this are dresses with shirt waister tops and flared skirts on the bottom, reminiscent
of the New Look. For the women concerned this fulfilled their need to be able to be functional
but also look good and feel that they were fashionable at the same time.
Manufacturers of mass produced garments also tried to interpret the needs and wishes of the
consumer and therefore reinterpreted the original designs into something that they hoped would
sell well. This included simplifying the garments for ease of manufacture, producing garments
economically in terms of raw materials and processing techniques, and producing something
that the consumer would purchase. Some manufacturers, it seems, also were happy to 'borrow'
patterns from patternbooks for their designs. An example of this is EC184.117 a garment made
by the New Zealand company Eastex, as named on its garment label. The garment is shown in
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SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
At the start of the 1950s Western women's fashion was directed by high profile designers, such
as Dior and Balenciaga. The styles that were commonly seen for dresses accentuated the bust
and hips, and minimised the waist. Suits were tailored to fit the body tightly. As the decade
progressed the fashionable shape changed markedly. The dominant female dress silhouette
changed to unfitted, a trend initially introduced by Balenciaga. The number of different
designers who influenced the market increased, to include designers such as Chanel, St
Laurent, McCardell, Pucci and Givenchy. The market needs evolved so that a younger clientele
became more important, and the importance of casual wear, leisurewear and separates
increased.
There was a marked increase in the variety and quantity of factory-made fibre types and the
fabrics which they were made into. During the 1950s acrylic, polyester and triacetate were
produced commercially for the first time and over the decade there were steady increases in
quantity of these and other already commercially available factory-made fibres, for example
nylon, viscose rayon and acetate. Other technologies also developed alongside the
development of the fibres, including the blending of synthetic fibres with natural fibres, the
introduction of new dyes for the artificial fibres, and the increased use of knit fabrics, especially
interlock. Nylon zippers were also introduced in the mid 1950s.
Women's fashion in New Zealand during the 1950s was greatly influenced by Britain. New
Zealand's geographical isolation and their close ties with Britain meant that most fashion
information in the form of magazines, books, fashion journals and news reels was received via
Britain. At the start of the 1950s domestic production of apparel was still being changed over
from the war time production of military necessities. Many of the population were still wearing
garments that they had worn during the previous decade. Magazines and pattern catalogues
were common sources of inspiration for New Zealand women when trying to augment their
wardrobe. However European immigrants arriving during the 1950s started altering New
Zealand's insular perceptions on fashion. Increasingly over the decade the United States also
influenced fashion, especially through movies.
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Strict importing controls had been in place in New Zealand since 1938. These established a
pattern of raw material importation in preference to completed articles of dress. There was also
explicit preference for goods of British origin. This meant that manufacture of garments was
almost exclusively domestic, using imported British raw materials. Production of garments
within New Zealand was split between manufacturing, dressmaking and home production.
This thesis has described and analysised a sample of garments from the Mollie Rodie
MacKenzie collection held at the Canterbury Museum. This collection contains New Zealand
worn clothing throughout much of the twentieth century. The sample has been restricted to
mostly daywear garments from the 1950s.
The collection sample studied provided evidence that throughout the 1950s natural fibre types
were still dominant over factory-made fibres. By the end of the decade blended fibre fabrics
were also seen in the collection. Throughout the decade the majority of fabrics were plain
weaves.
Style and shape trends were seen to change in the sample over the decade, although the non-
uniform distribution of dated garments provided stronger evidence toward the end of the decade
than at the start. As a generalisation garments from the beginning of the decade appear to have
fitted bodices and waistlines, and flared skirts, with short sleeves. Garments from the later part
of the decade tended to have semi-fitted or unfitted bodices and waistlines, with straight skirts.
Fewer garments had a collar later in the decade, and bust darts were more likely to originate
from the side of the garment, than from the waistline, as they had earlier.
With the change of silhouette over the decade the position of the opening and closure also
changed from the left side to either no opening, left side and centre combination, or back
opening by the later years. Closure preference differs depending on the opening positions of
the garment. If situated at the centre front closures were typically buttons, whereas zippers
were found at the left side and back opening positions.
Block clustering of the garments identified two clusters that contained the majority of dated
dresses. Garments in one cluster, which contained dresses from the beginning of the decade,
were typical of the Dior inspired 'New Look' dresses. They had left side bodice openings, closed
by metal zippers, a flared skirt and short sleeves, with the bodice and waistline being semi-fitted.
Garments in the other later cluster had back bodice openings in less fitted bodices, and straight
skirts. These garments were reminiscent of Balenciaga inspired sack dresses.
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Almost half of the garments within the sample were identified as having been altered in some
way. The alterations appeared to have mainly been made at home and in general were of a low
standard. Hem and seam alterations were prevalent.
Half the sample garments had been made outside of factory production, with around 40%
home-made. The more difficult garments to produce, such as coats or jackets, were more likely
to be produced by a manufacturer or dressmaker. Easier garments to make were more likely to
be home produced. There was a large variation in quality of production within the sample, from
high-quality, high-detailed dressmaker or tailored garments, through to middle-quality factory
production with simplified production techniques, to the lowest level of quality being some of the
homemade garments that exhibited limited knowledge in construction techniques on the part of
the maker. There was however a large variation in home dress-making skills with some of the
home-made garments being of a high quality. No documentation has been found to support the
proportion of garments made at home as compared to manufactured within New Zealand at this
time.
The sample of garments studied has an emphasis on daywear, the Mollie Rodie MacKenzie
collection however is more representative of outer garments worn during the 1950s. It has
some collection bias however in that it appears to be proportionately lean on underwear,
nightwear and house-wear.
Garments in this collection were worn by the general public, it was not the high fashion that was
seen on the catwalks. It was worn on the streets and in the homes of New Zealanders during
the 1950s. New Zealand fashion was not identical to that worn in the rest of the world but rather
a unique adaptation that fitted the requirements and restraints of the time. It can not be
assumed that international publications portray the New Zealand story. New Zealand was too
small an entity in the international arena to get much of a mention about the uniqueness of the
situation that was found here. These garments are seen to follow the general silhouettes of
fashion garments of the time but their construction and design modifications have made the
garments easily attainable and affordable by New Zealand women, and practical to wear when
compared with high fashion alternatives.
6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS
The Mollie Rodie Mackenzie collection has only just started to be utilised, mainly in conjunction
with this study. The collection as a whole is a very valuable resource which could be studied to
advance the understanding of the New Zealand perspective on fashion in the twentieth century.
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Increasing the sample size of garments, by further study of the collection, would provide a larger
base which could be utilized to try and improve the significance of the statistics undertaken in
this study. It could help define parameters by which cataloguing and identification of garments,
from this and other collections, could be undertaken more easily, more reliably, or by less skilled
people.
The information gathered for this study is from very diverse sources. The New Zealand
perspective on women's fashion has limited coverage which is sparsely distributed. It would be
beneficial to gather this information into a series of resources on New Zealand fashion.
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CANTERBURY MUSEUM CATALOGUING SHEET
This cataloguing sheet was compiled by the Canterbury Museum and was used when
cataloguing all garments within the sample group. The sheet was filled out in pencil so that any
amendments that were required could be undertaken easily. Any information that could not be
fitted under a heading already found on the sheet was added to the bottom of the last side. The






















ACQlIISITION: Purchase Source: Billens Amount
Vendor: Mrs Mollie Rodie MacKenzie
MATERIAL/s: CERAMIC 0 WOOD D BONE 0
METAL 0 FUR DFEATHER 0
WOOL 0 SILK DCOTTON 0
OTHER NATURAL FIBRES 0 MANMADE FIBRES 0
































MANUFACTURING AND IMPORT STATISTICS FOR THE NEW ZEALAND CLOTHING
INDUSTRY (1950-1959)
The following pages contain information compiled from The Report on External Trade Statistics
of New Zealand (1952 - 59) and Industrial Production Statistics of New Zealand (1950 - 59).
Figures for 1950 and 1951 were not included due to insufficient data.
The first three tables contain information on yarns, fabrics and clothing, with the fourth table
being a summation of the original three. Data for fibres is included within the yarn table.
The tables are set out with columns for each year of the 1950s. The first row of data in each
table is the production statistics for New Zealand, which is followed by rows for import statistics
for the United Kingdom, other Commonwealth countries, European countries, and other
countries. Subtotals are shown for each group of countries, then total import value is totalled.
The final row shows the percentage of total goods that were imported.
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Yarns
1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959
NZ production £1,077,139 £17,646,637 £1,616,955 £2,306,673 £2,036,673 £1,741,646 £1,605,135 £1,815,054 £2,399,580 £2,906,641
Imports from:
UK £2,525,621 £1,599,106 £3,015,418 £3,128,674 £2,695,097 £3,478,646 £4,341,368 £3,370,029
Australia £125,458 £81,459 £102,344 £20,779 £43,523 £81,083 £111,648 £57,840
Canada £0 £0 £0 £0 £6,217 £32,973 £26,256 £23,352
Hong Kong £0 £0 £0 £10,978 £1,859 £0 £17,061 £90,963
India £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0
Total: Other Commonwealth Countries £125,458 £81,459 £102,344 £31,757 £51,599 £114,056 £154,965 £172,155
Belgium £5,962 £6,407 £3,784 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0
France £182 £2,622 £11,509 £15,636 £21,674 £28,820 £26,975 £12,822
German Federal Republic £2,045 £27,383 £829 £36,917 £41,238 £49,397 £47,707 £37,386
~ Netherlands £12,828 £10,872 £22,081 £34,439 £31,891 £39,640 £54,366 £48,7680
--J
Switzerland £0 £1,379 £10,309 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0
Czechoslavakia £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0
Italy £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0
Norway £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £3,575 £17,935 £44,161
Austria £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0
Total: European Countries £21,017 £48,663 £48,512 £86,992 £94,803 £121,432 £146,983 £143,137
Japan £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0
China £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0
USA £52,516 £953 £1,767 £38,640 £26,042 £52,070 £45,801 £79,058
Total: Other countries £52,516 £953 £1,767 £38,640 £26,042 £52,070 £45,801 £79,058
Total imported £2,724,612 £1,730,181 £3,168,041 £3,286,063 £2,867,541 £3,766,204 £4,689,117 £3,764,379
% imported 62.76 42.86 60.87 65.36 64.11 67.48 66.15 56.43
Fabric
1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959
NZ production £3,203,134 £2,916,168 £2,739,943 £3,501,966 £3,539,566 £3,293,797 £2,983,699 £3,534,337 £4,529,688 £4,546,400
Imports from:
UK £11,944,404 £8,315,539 £11,736,246 £10,421,508 £8,350,006 £8,965,077 £9,466,595 £6,110,192
Australia £111,573 £96,015 £237,073 £47,208 £56,105 £100,782 £87,813 £57,373
Canada £115,244 £0 £24,830 £4,154 £7,344 £13,881 £23,402 £12,429
Hong Kong £13,094 £3,774 £37,975 £12,127 £51,698 £56,580 £145,978 £191,209
India £125,453 £178,735 £290,970 £297,480 £299,775 £402,828 £396,253 £404,554
Total: Other Commonwealth Countries £365,364 £278,524 £590,848 £360,969 £414,922 £574,071 £653,446 £665,565
Belgium £8,407 £2,703 £22,186 £15,527 £26,436 £32,408 £36,097 £23,244
France £170,102 £216,964 £282,845 £263,784 £302,286 £201,741 £177,078 £157,186
German Federal Republic £59,585 £175,798 £612,518 £785,084 £687,528 £625,371 £659,882 £558,306
~ Netherlands £76,077 £95,560 £194,050 £170,646 £155,623 £133,467 £190,224 £227,3130
co
Switzerland £157,971 £235,452 £383,711 £247,805 £225,773 £299,732 £372,255 £271,488
Czechoslavakia £0 £0 £0 £20,864 £54,866 £59,893 £65,998 £79,409
Italy £552,511 £312,641 £469,123 £284,796 £254,789 £197,085 £282,283 £319,947
Norway £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0
Austria £0 £0 £0 £15,608 £11,847 £66,319 £78,139 £78,951
Total: European Countries £1,024,653 £1,039,118 £1,964,433 £1,804,114 £1,719,148 £1,616,016 £1,861,956 £1,715,844
Japan £0 £0 £0 £537,659 £846,803 £1,174,191 £1,570,406 £1,822,977
China £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0
USA £483,638 £1,465 £238,408 £388,177 £535,569 £704,939 £318,665 £302,338
Total: Other countries £483,638 £1,465 £238,408 £925,836 £1,382,372 £1,879,130 £1,889,071 £2,125,315
Total imported £13,818,059 £9,634,646 £14,529,935 £13,512,427 £11,866,448 £13,034,294 £13,871,068 £10,616,916
% imported 83.45 73.34 80.41 80.40 79.91 78.67 75.38 70.02
Clothing
1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959
NZ production £27,082,708 £31,974,911 £29,853,743 £32,007,410 £36,472,745 £36,537,472 £35,222,735 £38,964,590 £42,419,839 £32,173,794
Imports from:
UK £1,946,009 £1,792,429 £2,766,036 £2,575,074 £1,915,430 £1,982,937 £1,513,180 £560,660
Australia £404 £711 £13,373 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0
Canada £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0
Hong Kong £66 £89 £39,119 £268,620 £240,862 £201,257 £139,650 £71,404
India £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0
Total: Other Commonwealth Countries £470 £800 £52,492 £268,620 £240,862 £201,257 £139,650 £71,404
Belgium £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0
France £23,664 £46,282 £40,746 £32,885 £28,163 £17,907 £36,584 £23,187
German Federal Republic £0 £352 £6,282 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0
c; Netherlands £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0
<D
Switzerland £9,335 £7,675 £5,464 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0
Czechoslavakia £8,523 £15,261 £29,027 £22,718 £41,290 £40,904 £44,835 £21,410
Italy £46,686 £54,068 £62,130 £64,804 £78,793 £100,721 £110,674 £74,509
Norway £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0
Austria £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0
Total: European Countries £88,208 £123,638 £143,649 £120,407 £148,246 £159,532 £192,093 £119,106
Japan £169,788 £21,195 £209,034 £3,089 £19,779 £17,789 £6,434 £5,934
China £2,822 £4,242 £5,882 £16,944 £16,544 £19,394 £24,790 £23,449
USA £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0
Total: Other countries £172,610 £25,437 £214,916 £20,033 £36,323 £37,183 £31,224 £29,383
Total imported £2,207,297 £1,942,304 £3,177,093 £2,984,134 £2,340,861 £2,380,909 £1,876,147 £780,553
% imported 6.88 5.72 8.01 7.55 6.23 5.76 4.24 2.37
Total Value of Yarns, Fabrics and Clothing








£31,362,981 £52,537,716 £34,210,641 £37,816,049 £42,048,984 £41,572,915 £39,811,569 £44,313,981 £49,349,107 £39,626,835
£16,416,034 £11,707,074 £17,517,700 £16,125,256 £12,960,533 £14,426,660 £15,321,143 £10,040,881
£237,435 £178,185 £352,790 £67,987 £99,628 £181,865 £199,461 £115,213
£115,244 £0 £24,830 £4,154 £13,561 £46,854 £49,658 £35,781
£13,160 £3,863 £77,094 £291,725 £294,419 £257,837 £302,689 £353,576





















£491,292 £360,783 £745,684 £661,346 £707,383 £889,384 £948,061 £909,124
£14,369 £9,110 £25,970 £15,527 £26,436 £32,408 £36,097 £23,244
£193,948 £265,868 £335,100 £312,305 £352,123 £248,468 £240,637 £193,195
£61,630 £203,533 £619,629 £822,001 £728,766 £674,768 £707,589 £595,692
£88,905 £106,432 £216,131 £205,085 £187,514 £173,107 £244,590 £276,081
£167,306 £244,506 £399,484 £247,805 £225,773 £299,732 £372,255 £271,488
£8,523 £15,261 £29,027 £43,582 £96,156 £100,797 £110,833 £100,819
£599,197 £366,709 £531,253 £349,600 £333,582 £297,806 £392,957 £394,456
£0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £3,575 £17,935 £44,161
£0 £0 £0 £15,608 £11,847 £66,319 £78,139 £78,951
£1,133,878 £1,211,419 £2,156,594 £2,011,513 £1,962,197 £1,896,980 £2,201,032 £1,978,087
£169,788 £21,195 £209,034 £540,748 £866,582 £1,191,980 £1,576,840 £1,828,911
£2,822 £4,242 £5,882 £16,944 £16,544 £19,394 £24,790 £23,449
£536,154 £2,418 £240,175 £426,817 £561,611 £757,009 £364,466 £381,396
£708,764 £27,855 £455,091 £984,509 £1,444,737 £1,968,383 £1,966,096 £2,233,756
£18,749,968 £13,307,131 £20,875,069 £19,782,624 £17,074,850 £19,181,407 £20,436,332 £15,161,848
35.40 26.03 33.18 32.24 30.02 30.21 29.28 27.67
